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Policy focus 

Speculation that the Chancellor would announce an end to 

the eight-year freeze in Fuel Duty led us to step up our 

campaign against an increase; we highlighted that our sur-

veys were telling us that due to recent rises in the cost of 

fuel it was, once again, the number one concern of FTA 

members. We are very pleased that in the current eco-

nomic conditions the Government has listened to concerns 

about the impact of the high oil price on businesses and 

agreed to keep levels of duty unchanged.  

We will continue to press for a reduction in fuel duty and 

are also calling on the Chancellor to deliver positive news 

on infrastructure, skills, red diesel and the duty differential 

for alternative fuels in his Budget statement on 29 Octo-

ber. 

On Brexit, the picture is still far from clear. Recent weeks 

have been marked by mixed messages from the EU27 side 

and heightened political tensions at home. The coming 

weeks are likely to generate even more noise and conflict-

ing signals, as the October European Council, and with it 

Michel Barnier’s initial deadline for a deal, approaches. FTA 

is making its advice and expertise available to politicians 

and officials and ensuring that the impact of the proposals 

from both parties to the negotiations are tested and their 

impact on logistics understood. Member advice is also 

available as well as webinars, a weekly Brexit digest and 

conferences on preparing for Brexit. 

Trading performance 

In the summer months trading usually softens, with July 

being the quietest period which then picks up in August. 

So, while we expected a quiet July, it was pleasing to see 

August rebound close to forecast and 6 per cent up on last 

year in the month. Looking ahead, the next four months 

are looking very positive.  At the end of June, year-on-year 

growth was 1 per cent; at the end of August it was 2 per 

cent, and is holding in September, suggesting the business 

can deliver the revised forecast’s year end growth of £31m 

or 6 per cent. 

Membership income is up 1 per cent year-on-year and the 

rate of resignations has slowed; we are seeing an upturn in 

total membership to 17,403.  

Looking ahead 

With seven events still to go, bookings for this year’s in-

dustry-leading Transport Manager conferences are at a 

record-breaking level, standing at over 1,400. Our Logistics 

Awards also return this year; as well as a welcome speech 

from the Rt Hon Chris Grayling MP, this years’ gala dinner 

will also include post-dinner entertainment from Dara Ó 

Briain, one of the best-known faces on British and Irish TV. 

In addition to the main awards ceremony we will be an-

nouncing the annual FTA Lifetime Achievement Award, in 

recognition of a significant contribution to keeping UK in-

dustry at the forefront of the global economy. We hope to 

see as many of your organisations as possible at these 

events, representing the best in our industry. 

 

 

 

 

David Wells 

Chief Executive 
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We have reviewed the way in which we deliver the brief-

ing material for our Freight Council meetings to ensure 

that it is clearer to read and to distribute to colleagues and 

will help keep the meetings more focused. As a result, we 

have made some changes to the Policy Report to more 

closely reflect the topics that members are asked to reach 

a view on or discuss. The main differences you will notice 

are: 

 

• we have removed the headings ‘For Decision’ and ‘For 

Discussion’, these items are now collated as ‘Agenda 

Items’ and are those which will be covered in depth at 

the meeting 

• we have removed the distinction between ‘Progress’ 

and ‘Information’ items. We now categorise any topic 

on which is not on the agenda for the meeting as an 

‘Update item’ 

• update items are not included in their entirety within 

the printed version of the report. Instead, to provide 

members with a quick and comprehensive insight into 

all ongoing matters, we have provided a short summary 

of each. Full details of any of these items may be found 

in the e-booklet, which is emailed to attendees 

• items are now displayed on their own page. To make 

information consistently accessible and easy to find 

across each subject, we have structured items with 

more uniformity and with the questions we are asking 

members to consider clearly identified 

• work taking place in other FTA councils is still included 

in the report, as are all Geographical items because we 

know that members like to have an insight into the full 

range of policy activity and information 

 

We welcome any feedback on this new approach, which 

we hope you will welcome.  

 

We have also been reviewing our council structures to 

make sure that our democratic and policy making process-

es are fit for the future. 

 

A small group of chairs from our regional and modal coun-

cils met in July to consider the current council structure 

and arrangements and some outline suggestions as to what 

industry and FTA might need for the future and what this 

might look like.  There was support for our proposals and 

there will be further engagement with members ahead of 

firmer proposals that will be presented at Freight 

Transport Council on 8 November.  Changes to the Asso-

ciation’s Bye-Laws will then be voted on at Freight 

Transport Council in February before becoming effective 

from the AGM in April. 

 

We are proposing a Strategic Freight Council.  This is pri-

marily to fulfil two needs: 

 

1. What policy decision makers are needing from us – we 

need to supply these needs to be our most influential.  

FTA is increasingly being asked to take a longer-term, 

multi-modal, strategic view with Government, such as 

for the National Infrastructure Commission, Industrial 

Strategy and Mobility Challenge.  We currently do not 

have a member forum to shape our work in this area. 

 

2. What type of guidance and advice do we as an organi-

sation need to be the best representative organisation 

we can be.  FTA would also welcome strategic senior 

advice from members on our own policy work on: 

 

• emerging policy issues to pursue, to ensure we 

remain relevant and value add 

• effectiveness of our campaigns 

• positioning FTA with senior decision makers and 

developing our profile 

• ensuring the FTA offer adds value across the 

supply chain and is truly multi-modal 

 

The current proposal is that it would comprise two repre-

sentatives (for continuity) from each reporting council, 

plus five senior executive level members invited by the 

President, plus the President; there would therefore be in 

the region of 15 members.  Technical experts could be 

invited to attend to support specific projects.  Only mem-

bers would be able to approve policy positions.   

 

Freight Transport Council would no longer meet, but a 

number of its policy and administrative powers are pro-

posed to transfer to either the (A)GM meeting (so for all 

members), or the Strategic Policy Council. 

 

General Meetings: 

 

• “Power to determine the policy of the Association”.  In 

reality, the modal councils act autonomously on policy 

decisions and most members consider the end-to-end 

supply chain in their decision making, so Freight 

Transport Council has not acted in this role.  The agen-

da for each modal council will flag decisions made at 

other councils to all members are aware of the all poli-

cy decisions.  A General Meeting will be called with 

‘one member one vote’ if there is a dispute between 

councils.  Any member will be able to call a General 

Meeting as further protection 

• “May by resolution from time to time… make, vary and 

repeal Bye-Laws” which include the “council structure, 

composition and manner of conducting business”. This 

is proposed to be a topic for a General Meeting as it 

concerns member representation 

 

Strategic Policy Council: 

 

• “Supervise in a consultative capacity only the operation 

of the FTA Board” transfers to Strategic Policy Council 

as its remit is to give strategic advice on the effective-

ness of the organisation 

• “Appoint to its body persons of eminence who need 

not be Members” to “make valuable contributions to 
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the work and objects of the Association, but any such 

person so appointed shall have no voting power” trans-

fers to Strategic Policy Council as consistent with the 

proposed constitution and remit 

 

Proposals put forward at the November Freight Transport 

Council will also include making the Air Freight Working 

Group a formal council as well as Freight by Water.  These 

changes will make our representation of the different 

modes more transparent and democratic and are in re-

sponse to requests from members of those groups. 

 

Finally, I hope you will join me in welcoming three new 

members to the Policy team that have joined since the last 

meetings. Denise Beedell joins us as Policy Manager – Vans 

and Urban and Phil Lloyd has taken up the role of Head of 

Engineering Policy; both bring a wealth of experience and 

expertise to provide added focus to these important areas 

of work on behalf of members; John Lucy has become our 

Manager – International Transport and Trade Procedures, 

within our Global and European team, as we further en-

hance our policy expertise to meet the demands of Brexit. 

 

 

 

 

 

Elizabeth de Jong 

Director UK Policy 
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Parliamentary update  

Over the last quarter, FTA’s parliamentary and political 

engagement has incorporated high-level one-to-one meet-

ings, roundtables, presentations, and submissions to Gov-

ernment Ministers, departments, and parliamentary bodies 

and watchdogs, ensuring FTA is helping to direct and for-

mulate Government policy and legislation for members. 
 

David Wells attended a small industry roundtable with 

Chris Grayling, Secretary of State for Transport, on Brex-

it, and the implications for the logistics industry. FTA was 

able to highlight the actions Government must take now 

and, during the negotiations, to ensure freight can flow 

seamlessly after the UK leaves the European Union (EU). 

Further high-level meetings are scheduled to ensure the 

momentum is maintained. 
 

FTA also attended an aviation roundtable with Baroness 

Sugg, the Aviation Minister, to discuss the Department for 

Transport’s (DfT’s) Aviation Strategy addressing the im-

portance of our connectivity for air freight and just—in—

time deliveries. 
 

Whilst Parliament has been in recess for many months 

across the summer and party conference season, numer-

ous Parliamentary committees continued to announce 

transport-related inquiries requesting written evidence. In 

particular, FTA was asked to give evidence to the House 

of Lords EU External Affairs Sub-Committee on Brexit: 

Customs Arrangements, the House of Commons Welsh 

Affairs Committee on Brexit, trade and customs: implica-

tions for Wales and, although not Parliamentary, the Na-

tional Audit Office’s (NAO) inquiry into the UK Border—

preparedness for EU Exit. 
 

Following the submission to the NAO, FTA’s President 

Leigh Pomlett, was asked to present to their senior direc-

tors to inform NAO’s views of the private sector issues 

related to withdrawing from the EU. They were very in-

terested to learn more about the risks and opportunities 

of Brexit for the logistics sector, Government’s grasp of 

the issues, and steps Government should be taking to 

affect these issues. 
 

Ahead of the Autumn Budget, FTA provided a formal sub-

mission to HM Treasury highlighting the need for a reduc-

tion in Fuel Duty, changes to the apprenticeship levy, and 

red diesel taxation, which was reiterated at meetings with 

senior officials recently. As part of our Fuel Duty cam-

paign, FTA continues to work with Fair Fuel UK (FFUK) to 

raise awareness of the need for a deduction in Fuel D,uty 

writing to MPs and lobbying political opinion formers and 

decision makers. 
 

With the Labour and Conservative Parties gathering in 

Liverpool and Birmingham for the annual party confer-

ences, FTA attended transport fringe meetings to raise 

awareness of the challenges and opportunities for freight, 

highlighting the difficulties the logistics sector is facing in 

delivering freight via road, rail, sea, and air. Much attention 

was focused on emissions, air quality, congestion, electric 

vehicles, and greener towns and cities. 
 

In Scotland, FTA met with the new Cabinet Secretary for 

Transport, Michael Matheson MSP, to discuss rail freight 

and network resilience, including road winter prepared-

ness. In addition, separate meetings were held with 

Roseanna Cunningham MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Envi-

ronment, to discuss a proposed Scottish climate change 

bill, and Transport Scotland’s new Head of Freight Policy 

to discuss members’ wider concerns in Scotland. 

 

 

Communications update – Media (21 June-

20 Sept) 
 

FTA’s press office has kept the association front and cen-

tre of the news agenda in the past quarter, with some ex-

cellent media opportunities and widespread national cov-

erage generated on a number of key issues. Broadcast suc-

cesses included coverage on ITV’s “Good Morning Brit-

ain”, BBC Breakfast, Sky News, Channel 4 News, and 

BBC2’s Victoria Derbyshire and Newsnight programmes. 

In addition, significant national press coverage has been 

generated in titles including The Times, Financial Times, 

The Guardian, Mail, and Telegraph. Brexit was once again 

at the top of the agenda, closely followed by the Heathrow 

expansion. Other policy areas achieving good coverage 

during this period included the driver shortage, Clean Air 

Zones, delays at the Dartford Crossing and the first anni-

versary of the opening of the Queensferry Crossing. 

 

Total coverage achieved: 1,116 items, including: 

• 31 national press 

• 97 broadcasts 

• 988 regional press, trade press, and online items 
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Brexit 
• A highly successful Keep Britain Trading conference 

resulted in articles in The Times, The Financial Times, 

The Guardian, and The Sunday Telegraph. 

• James Hookham was interviewed on BBC Radio 5 Live's 

'Wake up to Money' programme following publication 

of the Brexit White Paper.  

• James Hookham was quoted in two separate articles in 

the Financial Times on what could happen if there's a 

'no-deal' Brexit.  

• Alex Veitch was interviewed live by Evan Davis on 

BBC2's Newsnight programme regarding Brexit, and his 

interview was also broadcast on BBC World News.  

• James Hookham was interviewed by Channel 4 News 

about post-Brexit customs arrangements.  

• Alex Veitch was interviewed in BBC Breakfast's busi-

ness section ahead of publication of the UK's 'no-deal' 

Brexit papers.  

• Christopher Snelling was interviewed by Sky News to 

discuss the ‘no-deal’ Brexit papers 

• Pauline Bastidon was interviewed live on BBC Radio 4 

World at One on contingency planning for a ‘no-deal’ 

Brexit, covering issues such as driving licences and pass-

ports. 

• Pauline Bastidon was quoted in two Financial Times 

articles on Brexit around the publication of the ‘no-

deal’ notices. 

• Pauline Bastidon took part in a radio interview on the 

impact of ‘no deal’ on industry with Swiss radio RTS 

(Radio Television Suisse).  

• Pauline Bastidon was interviewed by French new agency 

AFP and by French newschannel BFM TV on the impact 

of Brexit on logistics and supply chains.   

• Pauline Bastidon and Sarah Laouadi were interviewed 

by BBC Radio Kent following the publication of Gov-

ernment’s ‘no-deal’ notices. Pauline Bastidon was also 

interviewed by BBC East (TV). 

• Seamus Leheny's comments on the Irish border issue 

were published in two separate items on The Guardian 

website, as well as MSN UK, Yahoo! UK and Ireland, 

and Quartz.  

• Alex Veitch was interviewed by CNBC on Brexit and 

its possible effects on the Port of Dover.  

• The story also featured on the Yahoo! website. 

• With six months to go until Brexit, Pauline Bastidon 

took part in a live interview from Brussels on the BBC 

News Channel.  

 

Heathrow 
• James Hookham and Alex Veitch took part in around 

35 TV and radio broadcasts on the expansion of 

Heathrow airport, including ITV Good Morning Britain, 

Sky News, BBC News and the BBC2 Victoria Derby-

shire programme, and ,James’ interview with the BBC's 

new transport correspondent, Victoria Fritz, was syndi-

cated across the BBC local radio network.  

 

Skills shortage 
A comment by Sally Gilson on the shortage of lorry drivers 

was placed in an article on The Times website. 

 

Emissions 

FTA's joint statement with three other trade associations 

on Clean Air Zones was published on the iNews website 

and around 70 other national, regional and trade press 

websites. 

Denise Beedell was interviewed by TV channel London Live 

on the introduction of an Ultra Low Emission Zone in se-

lected areas of Hackney 

 

Dartford Crossing 

Natalie Chapman was quoted in the Sunday Telegraph and 

on the Telegraph website on delays at the Dartford Cross-

ing. 

 

Queensferry Crossing 
A comment by Seamus Leheny on the first anniversary of 

the opening of the Queensferry Crossing was published on 

Mail Online and ITV.com, as well as 115 regional news 

websites. 

 

Trade press coverage included (top 15 trade 

press):  
 

Logistics Voices 

UK Haulier 

Commercial Fleet 

Commercial Motor 

Fleet News 

Warehousinglogisticsinternational 

Materials Handling World 

Global Cold Chain News 

Logistics Manager 

Freight Business Journal 

Lloyd’s Loading List 

Forwarder Magazine 

Ichainnel 

Motor Transport 

Transport Operator 
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With only six months left before Brexit and little progress in the negotiations, the threat of ‘no deal’ has 

never been more significant. FTA’s policy work is now concentrating largely on securing contingency 

measures to preserve connectivity and keep Britain trading 

FTA released its Keep Britain Trading agenda in June 2018. 

This document outlined FTA’s Brexit priorities, focusing on  

four core areas: 

• Trade conditions and procedures 

• Borders 

• Transport and connectivity (road haulage, air 

freight, and rail freight) 

• Access to skills 
 

Several elements of this agenda (including proposals on 

regulatory alignment to minimise border checks) were in-

tegrated in the Government’s White Paper on Brexit 

(otherwise known as the ‘Chequers plan’). Other aspects 

of the plan raised questions from FTA members, not least 

the proposed ‘Facilitated Customs Arrangement’ (FCA). 

FTA prepared an analysis of the Chequers’ proposals 

against FTA’s Keep Britain Trading agenda and shared this 

with members and Government. 
 

Significant parts of the Chequers plan were later rejected in 

Brussels, including the FCA model under beliefs it would be 

too complex for customs authorities to manage – there-

fore increasing the risk of fraud – and a source of red tape 

for industry. The main objection against FCA was that it 

would be unacceptable for the European Union (EU) to let 

a third country – such as the UK – collect tariffs on its be-

half and manage an external border of the EU. The pro-

posal on regulatory alignment, which only covered goods, 

was considered insufficient, and the EU expressed a strong 

opposition against a plan which excluded services, capital, 

and the movement of persons. 
 

Although the issue of the future relationship is of critical 

importance to the logistics sector, the attention in Brussels 

has primarily been on the conclusion of the withdrawal 

agreement, as without this there cannot be a transition – 

or indeed meaningful discussions on a post-Brexit econom-

ic relationship with the EU. Continued disagreements on 

the issue of the Irish border have made the prospect of an 

agreement, and the transition that would come with it, less 

likely than expected. In this context, FTA is focusing to a 

large extent on contingency measures to protect trade and 

connectivity for goods, without stopping its advocacy activ-

ities in favour of a positive trade and transport agenda for 

the post-Brexit EU-UK relationship. 
 

In the event of ‘no deal’, the two areas where mitigations 

measures would most be needed are border management 

and transport. FTA is working closely with the Govern-

ment’s Border Delivery Group to suggest practical 

measures that could be taken to relieve pressure on the 

borders on the UK side. FTA is also working with authori-

ties and sister organisations in Europe to encourage au-

thorities in the EU27 to consider contingency measures – 

and fully understand the consequences of ‘no deal’ on bor-

ders. 
 

Transport itself (let alone borders and traffic conditions) 

would also be badly affected in the event of ‘no deal’. In-

ternational haulage is not liberalised by default at interna-

tional level, meaning that both EU and UK hauliers will 

have no automatic right to deliver goods between the EU 

and the UK, and vice versa. The only ‘ready-made’ solution 

in the event of ‘no deal’ is a system of permits (‘ECMT’ 

permits) under the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation (OECD).  
 

Unaccompanied roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro), which is the clos-

est alternative to international haulage and air freight in 

terms of delivery times, might be a limited solution. How-

ever, appropriate equipment, space on ferries and in ports, 

and enough ferries would be pre-requisites. Unaccompa-

nied transport also relies on UK hauliers picking up the 

trailers at UK ports; considering the current skills shortage 

faced by the sector, would UK hauliers be able to deal 

with this sudden increase in domestic demand? Transport 

agreements would be needed if we want to protect the 

current levels of trade with the EU. Therefore, FTA is 

campaigning for an emergency solution to protect market 

access rights for international haulage, aviation, and rail 

freight. These should preferably take the form of agree-

ments between the EU and the UK or, failing that, bi-

lateral agreements with individual countries. 
 

FTA is also campaigning for the mutual recognition of qual-

ifications, including driver licences, to avoid forcing holders 

of UK licences to drive internationally with two different 

categories of international driving permits on top of their 

UK licence. 
 

The issue of access to skills also remains a priority, both in 

terms of securing the right to remain for existing EU 

workers resident in the UK, as well as agency workers 

who might not be resident in the UK all year round, and 

post-Brexit immigration policy.  
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FTA will continue campaigning for the best possible outcome for logistics, while pushing hard for 

appropriate contingency measures to be adopted to mitigate the effect of ‘no deal’ on borders 

and transport. FTA will also continue to inform members of new requirements, building on the 

‘no-deal’ notices from the UK Government and the EU. 
 

Members should take note of the following key milestones: 

• 13-14 November 2018: ‘last chance’ EU summit to finalise the withdrawal agreement  

• Mid-November 2018: start of a two-week window during which UK-registered international hauliers will be able 

to apply for annual ECMT permits (the only reliable solution to maintain access rights into the EU territory for inter-

national transport). FTA advises road haulage members to assess their volumes and start gathering the data to 

demonstrate they meet the allocation criteria for ECMT permits, in order to be ready when the application process 

opens. 

• December 2018: system for trailer registration is up and running and members are invited to start registering their 

trailers. 

• 1 February 2019: 1968 International Driving Permits (valid and required in most of Europe, except Spain and Ire-

land) become available. Members will be able to purchase them from 2,500 Post Office branches. 

• March 2019: opening of registrations under the ‘settled status’ scheme for EU citizens currently resident in the UK. 

• 14 March 2019: latest possible parliamentary session at which the European Parliament could vote on the with-

drawal agreement & political declaration on the future relationship. 

• 29 March 2019: Brexit day 

 

Issue Manager: Pauline Bastidon – pbastidon@fta.co.uk 
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GUIDANCE FOR CONDUCT OF FTA MEETINGS INVOLVING MEMBERS 

 

FTA provides a broad range of valuable services for members and represents them on a range of issues. It is vital however 

that FTA staff and members remember that certain meetings are composed of a group of competitors and therefore special 

care is required to ensure that there can never be any suggestion of any form of anti-competitive behaviour – business prac-

tices which prevent or reduce competition in the market. In order to protect FTA and its members, there are therefore 

matters that should not be discussed and certain precautions that should be taken  

 

In particular, members must not discuss competitively sensitive information.  Competitively sensitive information co-

vers any non-public strategic information about a business’s commercial policy that could lead to a competi-

tive advantage.  Competitively sensitive material includes (but is not limited to): individual company costs; individual com-

pany prices; sales volumes, revenues, volumes, capacity, utilisation, stock levels or supplies; confidential plans about the fu-

ture; and, matters relating to individual suppliers or customers. 

 

These following guidelines must be kept in mind when attending meetings involving members: 

 

1. The FTA and its members are committed to adhering to applicable competition laws in all their activities. It is the re-

sponsibility of each participating member of each meeting, to ensure that its activity in connection with the FTA meeting 

complies with applicable competition laws. 

2. A named member of FTA staff shall be designated as the Secretary of a meeting and be responsible for adherence to 

these guidelines. 

3. A written Agenda of meetings will be circulated in advance and be held on file by the Secretary. 

4. Detailed and accurate Minutes will be circulated to all attendees, after the meeting and held on file by the Secretary. 

Those minutes will include an accurate list of all members present at the meeting. 

5. Membership of FTA, its Councils and Working Groups will be open to representatives of all relevant organisations 

active in the UK, as defined in the Articles of Association and By-Laws. 

6. A complete list of members’ names and affiliations of each Council and Working Group will be held on file by the 

Secretary, such information being extracted from the FTA membership database. 

7. Members will be formally reminded, by the Secretary, at the start of every meeting that they must not discuss 

competitively sensitive information. 

8. There will be no discussion of competitively sensitive information (that is not publicly available) either in the 

formal meeting or otherwise outside of the meeting during breaks. 

9. There will be no coordination of commercially sensitive activity through the FTA meeting. 

10. Should meetings depart from this guidance or if an exchange of competitively sensitive information appears to be taking 

place or be about to take place, the Secretary or the individual attendee noticing the breach, shall be responsible for 

notifying the Secretary. The Secretary should draw members’ attention to this guidance and prevent further exchanges 

occurring.  This shall be accurately minuted. 

11. Any member of a meeting who believes that a meeting is departing from these guidelines should follow the steps in 10 

above and be entitled to leave the meeting and have their comments and the time of departure minuted. 

12. Where any activity of the FTA may involve the passing of commercially / competitively sensitive information that is not 

publicly available, then such activity may only be carried out after specific legal advice has been taken to ensure that 

the activity is consistent with applicable competition laws. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FTA February 2018 
 

Contact: Elizabeth de Jong – edejong@fta.co.uk 
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In 2017, DVSA launched the Earned Recognition Scheme, 

which allows operators to volunteer themselves to an in-

dependent audit of processes and continuous performance 

indicators to demonstrate a high level of system compli-

ance. In return for achieving the marque, operators are 

removed from the targeting process described above.  

  

No vehicle can ever be assured never to be pulled over, as 

DVSA conducts the annual “fleet check” which assesses 

the average state of the fleet and vehicles are stopped at 

random. In fact, DVSA’s targeting effectiveness is assessed 

by comparing its prohibition rate against that of the fleet 

check. 
 

While DVSA has proposed a change in the approach to 

dealing with sifting green operators (A2), no other changes 

have been suggested. However, with the establishment of 

Earned Recognition, members are asked to take stock of 

the Agency’s targeting approach.  
 

FTA’s stance 
FTA currently supports DVSA’s efforts to make the most 

effective use of its enforcement resources through target-

ing. The establishment of Earned Recognition was wel-

comed; however it should remain possible to demonstrate 

compliance through normal encounter monitoring (green 

status).  

DVSA uses targeting techniques to maximise the effect and 

efficiency of its enforcement resources. This is with the aim 

of increasing the likelihood that any vehicle pulled over is 

one carrying a road safety defect, rather than spending time 

stopping and inspecting compliant operators.  
 

With the establishment of Earned Recognition (ER), the 

Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency’s (DVSA’s) targeting 

process now has four tiers: ER, and the three levels of the 

Operator Compliance Risk Score (OCRS). 
 

The OCRS uses an operator’s historical data over the pre-

vious three years, based on previous roadside encounters 

and HGV annual test results, to create a score. All opera-

tor licences are then given a risk rating colour (red, amber, 

or green) to reflect their risk of non-compliance. When the 

system was first established, the boundaries were ‘floating’, 

meaning the proportion of operators in the three bands 

would not change. This meant operators could have their 

rating colour changed without any encounters. In 2012, 

following a review of the scheme, the bandings were fixed, 

but in the understanding they could be adjusted if the pro-

portions of operators in each band became imbalanced. 
 

The colour rating is used at the roadside by DVSA to pri-

oritise vehicles to be inspected (red first, then amber, and 

if there are no others then green vehicles will be inspect-

ed).  

  

A1 HGV ENFORCEMENT TARGETING PROCESS AND OUTCOMES 
 

FTA is seeking members’ opinions on how roadside enforcement should be targeted in the future. 

Questions for members 
 

1. Do you think DVSA’s enforcement targeting process is effective? 

2. Should any changes be made to the way DVSA targets enforcement resources? 
 

Issue Manager: James Firth – jfirth@fta.co.uk 
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A2 DVSA SIFT POLICY CHANGES 

 
The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) plans to introduce changes to its sifting policy with ef-

fect from January 2019. This change will result in vehicles of Green Operator Compliance Risk Score 

(OCRS) operators no longer being sifted at check sites – ie subject to full inspections when stopped. 

DVSA’s current policy is to sift out the vehicle of green 

operators at check sites – DVSA examiners would have a 

cursory look at the vehicle for obvious infringements and 

immediately release the vehicle. From January 2019, only 

blue OCRS operators (those in DVSA’s Earned Recogni-

tion scheme), would be sifted; this will see all other oper-

ators’ vehicles being subjected to full inspections from that 

date. 
 

Over the past 12 months, DVSA have been undertaking a 

trail at four check sites, where green OCRS vehicles were 

inspected instead of being sifted. This trial resulted in a 

HGV prohibition rate of 29 per cent (7 per cent Category 

1) for green OCRS encounters, compared to 33 per cent 

(10 per cent Category 1) for amber OCRS encounters 

and 41 per cent (12 per cent Category 1) for red OCRS 

encounters. 
 

Undertaking inspections of green OCRS encounters also 

increased the productivity of those check sites. Based on 

this, DVSA believes it now needs to change its policy to 

check all green OCRS encounters as it does for amber 

and red. 
 

OCRS was introduced to allow DVSA to focus its atten-

tion on those most likely to be non-compliant (red and 

amber OCRS operators) and to minimise their enforce-

ment actions of those operators who can demonstrate 

good levels of compliance. Therefore, the effect of this 

change will likely negate the intent of OCRS. 
 

Although DVSA has said it does not intend to target green 

OCRS operators for encounters, where it does encounter 

them they will no longer be sifted. However, as DVSA only 

has limited Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) 

accessibility, most encounters are not based on an initial 

remote sift but done once the vehicle is in the check site. 
 

Based on DVSA’s figures for the numbers of green encoun-

ters sifted last year – 12,500 - this change in policy could 

see an increase in the number of prohibitions issued to 

green OCRS operators of circa 875. 
 

Members may consider applying for Earned Recognition, as 

those in this scheme are rated blue for OCRS, and blue 

OCRS encounters will be sifted. 
 

FTA’s stance 

FTA believes these results demonstrate that DVSA need to 

reassess the OCRS banding thresholds before implement-

ing a blanket change, which would diminish the main benefit 

of its OCRS system  

Questions for members 

 

1. Are you happy for DVSA to implement this change as proposed? 

2. Do you think DVSA should review its OCRS scoring before implementing the change? 

 
Issue Manager: Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk 

mailto:plloyd@fta.co.uk
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Currently, the UK uses a “Tier 2” system for non-EU mi-

grants. Under the Tier 2 system there is a monthly cap of 

1,700 visas, and the criteria to obtain one of these requires 

a Regulated Qualification Framework (RQF) Level 6 or 

above and a salary of £30,000 or over. There is freedom of 

movement for all EEA citizens; it is not known what the 

policy will be post-Brexit. 
 

Irish and UK citizens will continue to have freedom of 

movement through the Common Travel Area. The Gov-

ernment have confirmed that in the case of a ‘no deal’, all 

EU citizens’ rights will be respected and will be allowed to 

stay. 
 

The MAC report makes recommendations for a desirable 

migration system for the UK, which are: 

• Make it easier for higher-skilled workers to migrate to 

the UK than lower-skilled. 

• No preference for EU citizens. 

• Abolish the cap on the number of migrants under Tier 

2. 

• Extend Tier 2 to RQF 3 (equivalent to Transport Man-

ager Certificate of Professional Competence) or above 

whilst retaining minimum salary of £30,000. 

• Avoid lower-skilled sector schemes, with the exception 

of agriculture. 

• If additional lower-skilled workers are needed, then 

potentially extend the Youth Mobility Scheme 

(currently limited to eight countries with a cap of 1,000 

people per country, age 18-30 with savings of at least 

£1,870). 

A3 MIGRATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE: IMMIGRATION 
 

The Home Secretary commissioned the Migration Advisory Committee (MAC) to report on the current 

and likely future patterns of European Economic Area (EEA) migration, with the intention of providing an 

evidence base for the design of a new migration system. 

• There are no recommendations for UK citizens living 

and working in the EU as this falls outside the scope of 

the report. 

 

Emphasising higher-skilled workers will have severe issues 

on the logistics sector. The majority of job roles are un-

der RQF 3, and therefore there will be no immediate 

route to source warehouse workers, HGV drivers, etc 

from outside of the UK. 

 

Currently 24 per cent of warehouse workers and 14 per 

cent of HGV drivers are from EEA countries, numbers 

which increase during seasonal peaks. Not only will the 

UK need to retain all existing workers, but businesses will 

need continued access to temporary workers outside of 

the UK. The MAC recommendations do not allow for any 

sector-specific seasonal worker schemes beyond agricul-

tural; this will make sourcing labour difficult, especially as 

most logistics businesses operate in areas of lower unem-

ployment. 

 

FTA’s stance 

FTA is lobbying for Government to ensure the status of 

all existing EEA workers, even in the event of ‘no deal’. 

There needs to be continued access to lower-skilled 

workers after Brexit, without an arbitrary numerical cap – 

approval should be based on the skills needs within the 

UK.  

Questions for members 

 

1. Would the specific MAC recommendations affect your ability to operate – if so, how? 

2. Industry has been encouraged by UK Government to consider increasing warehousing op-

tions to mitigate potential border delays; to which extent would the MAC recommenda-

tions limit industry’s ability to follow this suggestion? 

3. Government and ports expect that, under a hard Brexit scenario, accompanied roll-on 

roll-off would decrease and unaccompanied transport would rise in importance. This 

would put greater pressure on domestic haulage. To which extent would the MAC recom-

mendations affect the ability of domestic operators to increase capacity in the domestic 

market? 
 

Issue Manager: Sally Gilson – sgilson@fta.co.uk  

mailto:sgilson@fta.co.uk
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Current restrictions on maximum weights/dimensions of 

the largest HGVs are reported barriers to maximising 

efficiency. It is also argued that these restrictions may not 

always be necessary on safety or road infrastructure com-

patibility grounds, as evidence from the LST trial shows 

improvements in road safety. 

 

The 0.5 per cent of the HGV fleet that are LSTs have, 

since the scheme’s launch, saved 28,000 tonnes of carbon 

dioxide and resulted in 270,000 fewer lorry journeys on 

the road. In addition, they have also had a significantly 

better safety record, with a 70 per cent reduction in colli-

sion by tonne km. 

 

FTA has been actively calling for the re-examination of 

restrictions but would now like to revisit the issue with 

members, to ensure we are accurately reflecting what 

members want or need. 

 

The kinds of mitigations being proposed include the sanc-

tion of up to 48 tonnes maximum weight when part of a 

multimodal movement or allowing the European Modular 

System combination on UK roads. 

 

Allowing increases in the maximum weights/dimensions 

could enable reduced costs, environmental footprint, and 

road use, resulting in improved road safety. However, it is 

also possible these changes could have negative conse-

quences for rail and water freight competitiveness, and 

any reverse mode shift could reduce or eliminate the 

benefits to society from the gain within road freight. 

A4 RECLASSIFYING MAXIMUM WEIGHT/DIMENSIONS OF HGVS 

 
In light of the Longer Semi Trailer (LST) trial’s ongoing success, and at the request of several members, 

FTA would like to confirm its support in campaigning for the reconsideration of the current maximum 

weights/dimensions restrictions of HGV movements in the UK. 

FTA’s stance 

In principle, FTA is in favour of seeking increased efficiency 

within all forms of logistics; we therefore propose our con-

tinued support to the reconsideration of maximum weight/

dimension restrictions, as this is a major potential gain in 

logistics efficiency in some areas. Specifically, we would 

campaign for the Government to examine and analyse the 

case for enabling flexibilities. 

 

FTA would also support the examination of all proposals 

for the relaxed regulations and would highlight those with 

the most potential gain for industry or the greatest chance 

of being politically acceptable. This might mean using forms 

already in use in comparable countries or permitting flexi-

bilities for movements involving another mode or use of an 

alternative fuel. 

 

We would also take the view that any such examination 

must consider any adverse effect on other modes, which 

must be factored into any analysis; FTA’s final support 

would be subject to the outcomes of this test. This would 

be in conjunction with expected tests to analyse the impact 

on environmental emissions, transport infrastructure, and 

transport safety, as well as logistics costs  

Questions for members 

 

1. Do members agree with FTA’s proposed position? If not, what stance do you wish FTA to 

take? 

2. What particular flexibilities would benefit or adversely affect your company most? 

 

Issue Manager: Christopher Snelling – csnelling@fta.co.uk 

mailto:csnelling@fta.co.uk
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Highways England has a duty to consider whether the 

route proposed by the applicant is suitable or whether an 

alternative route should be used. This includes considera-

tion of whether the load could be partially moved by 

coastal ship and inland waterways, to reduce the time 

spent on the road. Alternative route proposals must pass 

an “economic reasonableness” test to avoid unnecessary 

cost burdens on the haulage sector. 
 

On 4 September 2018, FTA received a letter from the De-

partment for Transport (DfT) informing us that Highways 

England plans to start charging applicants a fee to fund spe-

cialist consultants to carry out the route assessment and 

determine if alternative routes are needed. The letter does 

not fulfil basic good practice for consultations, as it asks for 

response within one month (the normal minimum is six 

weeks) and was sent to a limited set of stakeholders. 

 

FTA intends to respond opposing the proposal of charging 

applicants for consultancy time in delivering what is, in ef-

fect, the implementation of Government policy. 

 

A5 ABNORMAL LOADS – DfT PROPOSING TO CHARGE APPLICANTS 

 
Road hauliers looking to move abnormally heavy loads must apply to Highways England for permission to 

do so, given the disruption and delays this can cause to the road network. 

FTA’s stance 

We have generally agreed with the water preferred policy 

guidelines for the movement of abnormal loads, as it helps 

to reduce congestion of the strategic and local roads when 

applied.  
 

However, we believe that, must a charge be implemented, 

there should be a flat application fee, with Government 

providing the balance for specialist consultants’ time; alter-

natively, Government should use this fee to make a busi-

ness case to recruit a specialist in-house. 
 

FTA will follow up the DfT letter with a more thorough 

response in November, following the current round of 

Council meetings . 

Questions for members 

 

1. Members are asked to confirm they agree with FTA’s policy to support the water preferred policy 

guidelines for the movement of abnormal loads. 

2. Regional Councils are asked whether they are involved in moving abnormally heavy loads and, if so, 

what is their experience of Highways England’s process. 

3. What charging regime (if any) would be acceptable? 

 

Issue Manager: Malcolm Bingham – mbingham@fta.co.uk 

mailto:mbingham@fta.co.uk
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The Department for Transport (DfT) has indicated that, to 

date, the impact of the Brexit process on both Parliamen-

tary and civil servants’ time has left little capacity for regu-

latory reform during the interregnum. Furthermore, cer-

tain aspects have been constrained by the effects of the 

European (EU) treaties. Therefore, the conclusion of the 

Brexit process, which is unlikely to have a clear-cut point, 

could enable the opportunity to address several areas of 

regulatory reform. 
 

In 2011, the Coalition Government conducted the Red 

Tape Challenge (RTC) aiming to reduce regulatory bur-

dens across all sectors. Following this process, FTA won 

the following reforms: 
 

• Increased regulatory thresholds for ‘green’ vehicles. 

• Driver qualification card (DQC) accepted as identifica-

tion for the Driver Certificate of Professional Compe-

tence (DCPC) training. (FTA also pressed that the 

driving licence photocard without the counterpart 

should suffice; the counterpart has since been abol-

ished). 

• Reforms to the vehicle testing manual. 

• Government/industry guide on DCPC. 
 

However, it should be noted that the RTC’s terms of ref-

erence excluded any measure derived from EU legislation. 
 

Members are invited to identify FTA’s next priorities for 

legislative reform. These could include: 

• A reform of the working time rules for mobile work-

ers. 

• Raising operator licensing standards for own account 

A6 PRIORITIES FOR LEGISLATIVE CHANGES AFTER BREXIT 

 
FTA is currently identifying the legislative reform priorities to give to the Government after the Brexit peri-

od has substantially passed, whether this be in March 2019, December 2020, or another time determined by 

the negotiations. 

 

operators to match those for hire and reward, at 

least in respect to professional competence. 

• Reduction of DCPC periodic training to 25 hours (5 

x 5 hours). 

• Abolishment of a DQC, or remove the need to carry 

one whilst driving by using the electronic record in-

stead. 

• DCPC automatic recognition of training delivered 

under an established relevant accredited training 

framework (eg ADR). 

• Reduction of the drivers’ hours records required at 

the roadside to just the current week and the last day 

before the last weekly rest. 

• The requirement for all in-vehicle training using a 

vehicle for which a category B licence is necessary to 

be conducted by an Accredited Driving Instructor 

(ADI). 

• The removal of staged testing for vocational licence 

acquisition (single qualification of category CE). 

• Returning to the separation of the Transport Manag-

er CPC exam (domestic and international). 

 

The aspects above were identified in past Freight Coun-

cils as opportunities to reduce regulatory burdens or, in 

some cases, applying proportionate regulation in the in-

terest of improving standards and safety (eg operator 

licensing for own account operators). For FTA to make 

headway with any of these proposals though, we will 

need to demonstrate the issues they aim to resolve will 

have a clear effect on members’ businesses. 

Questions for members 

 
1. Do members support the measures outlined? 

2. Are there any other legislative reforms, within the Westminster Government’s scope, which mem-

bers believe should be included? 

3. Which measures should FTA prioritise in any approaches to Government? 

 
Issue Manager: James Firth – jfirth@fta.co.uk  

mailto:jfirth@fta.co.uk
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 Road Freight  
 

U1 TRAILER REGISTRATION – FTA are working with DVLA and DfT on the introduction of a mandatory 

  trailer registration scheme for trailers subject to international journeys from 29 March 2019.       20 
 

U2 NEW PLANS TO UPDATE ROAD SAFETY LAWS REGARDING CYCLISTS AND  

 PEDESTRIANS – DfT is consulting on proposals to change some existing road offences   

 regarding cyclists and pedestrians, following a death attributed to the actions of a cyclist.      21 
 

U3 15 PER CENT CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION TARGET – FTA is working with DfT  

 regarding the supportive measures for reducing HGV emissions outlined in the Government’s  

 ‘Road to Zero’ document.                22 
 

U4 INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY – FTA responded to two ‘Grand Challenge’ consultations within  

 the Government’s Industrial Strategy: the ‘Future of Mobility’ and ‘The Last Mile’.       23 
 

U5. EXTENSION OF CERTAIN ROAD HAULAG ERULES TO VEHICLES WITH A  

 MAXIMUM WEIGHT NOT EXCEEDING 3.5tonnes – FTA is campaigning against the EU  

 proposals to introduce drivers’ hours and operator licensing rules to vans.        24 
 

U6 MINIMUM WAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR DRIVERS – FTA is campaigning to   

 streamline the requirements and red tape inflicted by the patchwork of diverging national rules.    25 
 

U7 DRIVERS’ HOURS RULES AND TACHOGRAPHS – The EU has proposed a revision  

 of drivers’ hours rules and an acceleration of the roll-out of smart tachographs; FTA is    

 campaigning to mitigate the impact on the industry.           26 
 

U8 LONGER SEMI-TRAILER TRIAL – FTA is pushing to end the LST trial after DfT    

 published current results in its 2017 annual trial report which continued to show environmental 

  benefits with no impact on safety.              27 
 

U9 INDEPENDENT TESTING – Following talks with DVSA, FTA has established a proposal   

 for independent annual testing for PSVs as a precursor for extending independent testing more  

 widely; a follow-up meeting is planned for 15.10.18.           28 
 

U10 AVAILABILITY OF HGV ANNUAL TESTS – FTA has made progress in pressing DVSA  

 to address members’ difficulties in accessing HGV annual tests.          29 
 

U11 NON-PAPER TEST CERTIFICATES – DVSA has replaced handwritten test certificates   

 and trailer discs with printed test certificates (MOT) for HGVs, buses, and trailers.      30 
 

U12 DIESEL SMOKE METER UPDATE – The new EU roadworthiness directive introduced   

 last May introduced new emission limits for some diesel engine vehicles.        31 
 

U13 DANGEROUS GOODS VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION OF AUTHORISED   

 TESTING FACILITIES – DVSA has been working with ATFs to classify the types of DGVs   

 that can be tested safely at their premises.             32 
 

U14 LOAD SECURITY PILOT – DVSA recently launched a pilot in the North of England on  

  vehicle load security. This will place curtain-sided commercial vehicles under particular scrutiny.    33 
 

U15 TYRE PRESSURE AND CONDITION PILOT – DVSA is planning to trial new technology 

  at their check site in Preston to test vehicles’ tyre pressure and condition electronically.     34 
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U16 FINANCIAL RESOURCES IN THE RESTRICTED LICENCE SECTOR – FTA has   

 responded to a proposal to alter the financial resources rate for restricted operators.        35 
 

U17 CHANGES TO SENIOR TRAFFIC COMMISSIONERS STATUTORY GUIDANCE  

  AND DIRECTIONS DOCUMENT – The STC has made amendments to the statutory guidance  

 and directions document.                 36 
 

U18 DRIVING ALTERNATIVELY-FUELLED VEHICLES UP TO 4.25tonnes ON A  

 CATEGORY B LICENCE – DfT has introduced a derogation allowing category B licence holders   

 to drive alternatively-fuelled vehicles up to 4.25toones gvw after completing five hours of training.      37 
 

Rail Freight 
 

U19 ROAD PRICING AND RAIL FREIGHT – FTA would like members’ feedback on the potential  

 increase and future role of road user charging.              38 
 

U20 PERIODIC REVIEW 18 – FTA opposed the proposed increase in freight track access charges   

 within its response to the PR18 consultation.              39  
 

U21 RAIL FREIGHT EMISSIONS – FTA is working with Aether to obtain a more evidenced    

 understanding of rail freight atmospheric emissions.             40 
 

Maritime Freight 
 

U22 MARITIME 2050 – FTA provided evidence to the DfTon the new Maritime 2050 strategy, stressing the  

 need for ports and maritime strategy to be developed for the whole supply chain.          41 
 

Deep Sea Freight  
 

U23 FELIXSTOWE DELAYS – Following member feedback of five-day average delays, FTA has raised   

 concerns to Felixstowe Port owner Hutchison Group, and FTA CEO David Wells has met officials at the  

 Port to seek solutions.                 42 
 

U24 SULPHUR SURCHARGES – FTA members have raised concerns over the introduction of surcharges 

 from some container shipping lines in response to the 2020 global regulations to limit sulphur content  

 in worldwide shipping fuel.                 43 
  
U25 EU CONTAINER LINE COMPETITION POLICY – FTA members and our network of   

 associations worldwide are influencing the EU Commission review of whether to extend the current   

competition rules for container shipping for another five-year period once they expire in 2020.         44 
 

Air Freight  
 

U26 MINISTERIAL ROUND TABLE MEETING (AVIATION STRATEGY) – FTA and a group  

 of members met with the Aviation Minister to stress the importance of freight in the development of the  

 UK Aviation Strategy.                 45 
 

U27 AVIATION BREXIT: AVIATION CONTINGENCY PLANNING – As part of the FTA  

 Brexit activity we attended two separate detailed briefings on contingency plans for air cargo security in   

 the event of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit and briefed members involved in air freight supply chains.        46 
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From November, in keeping with the 1968 Vienna Conven-

tion on Road Traffic, operators who travel internationally 

with trailers greater than 750kg, and non-commercial trail-

ers greater than 3,500kg, will be required to register online 

with the Department and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) 

and fit resulting number plates to those relevant trailers. 

Keepers will receive a certificate from the agency which 

must remain with the trailer. 

 

This issue has been discussed in detail throughout the year, 

primarily with international FTA members, in which a num-

ber of aspects in the proposed registration process were 

highlighted as needing further clarification. The main areas 

of concern are the final definition of ‘keeper’ (eg who will 

be responsible for registering the trailers, the display of the 

plates, how/where should they be displayed, and would 

they need to be illuminated?). 

 

U1 TRAILER REGISTRATION 
 

Later this year, the Department for Transport (DfT) intend to launch mandatory trailer registra-

tion in the UK for commercial operators who cross in to Europe with trailers more than 750kg 

post-Brexit (29 March 2019). 

 

In addition, FTA does not believe DVLA has answered the 

question regarding the loss of the original trailer certificate 

whilst the trailer is in transit; DVLA is looking into this 

aspect of the process in greater detail. 
 

Fees attached to the service will operate on a cost recov-

ery basis:  
 

• Trailer Registration Fee—£26 

• New document for a new keeper—£21 

• Duplicate documents—£10 

• Inspection of a trailer—£39 
 

Breaches of the regulations will be enforced through the 

Fixed Penalty Notice system instead of prosecution 

through the courts. Fixed penalties will be set at £100, ex-

cept for the offence of obstructing an examiner which will 

be set at £300.  

 
Issue Manager: Ian Gallagher – igallagher@fta.co.uk 

 

FTA will continue to work closely with DVLA and the DfT on the development of this process and has 

agreed to communicate changes to members on an ongoing basis. In addition: 

 

• we will produce a briefing note in conjunction with the DVLA (located here) 

• ahead of the scheme’s launch, DVLA will provide FTA with screenshots of the Gov.UK trailer regis-

tration web page and an example copy of the Vehicle Trailer Registration Certificate to share with 

members 

• DVLA will develop a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) page in conjunction with FTA 

• DVLA has agreed to cover all FTA international seminars in October 

• FTA and DVLA will continue to share information 

• Regular follow up meetings will be arranged throughout October and November 

mailto:igallagher@fta.co.uk
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These proposals form part of the Cycling and Walking 

Safety Review announced in September 2017. This is part 

of the first phase to analyse the case for new cycling offenc-

es. FTA has already contributed to phase two, which con-

sulted on road safety issues relating to cycling and walking, 

including issues such as the rules of the road, public aware-

ness, key safety risks, and the guidance and signage for all 

road users. 

 

Members have previously raised concerns about the lack of 

parity between cyclists and drivers in terms of licensing and 

insurance, but the Government says this is difficult to ad-

dress and the costs and complexity of introducing such a 

system would significantly outweigh the benefits. These 

proposed changes, however, would more closely align pen-

alties for offences that result in death or serious injury. 

 

The aim of the proposed legislation would be to achieve 

consistency between cyclists and drivers and parity of sen-

U2 NEW PLANS TO UPDATE ROAD SAFETY LAWS REGARDING CYCLISTS AND 

PEDESTRIANS 

 

The Department for Transport (DfT) is consulting on proposals to introduce new offences for 

causing death or serious injury while cycling and other changes to some existing cycling offences. 

tencing options where the outcome is death or serious 

injury. In such circumstances, cyclists who kill or seriously 

injure others by their dangerous or careless cycling behav-

iour could face a prison sentence that is potentially longer 

than they would be likely to face under the existing law. 

 

Current cycling offences apply to the road and pavement 

but, unlike driving offences, do not extend to public places 

(apart from the offence of being unfit to ride through 

drink or drugs). There is no statutory definition of public 

place, but case law indicates areas such as car parks and 

shopping precincts would potentially fall within scope of 

‘public place’ where a driving offence has been committed. 

 

The Government proposes to extend new cycling offences 

to both the road and public place. While it is already clear 

that cycling behaviour applies to the road and pavement, 

there are many other areas where cyclists may ride and, 

therefore, where injury to others may be caused.  

The consultation period began on 12 August 2018 and will run until 5 November 2018. It can be 

accessed here, on the gov.uk website. Any changes to road traffic offences and penalties resulting 

from this consultation would apply to England, Wales, and Scotland but not to Northern Ireland. 

 
Issue Manager: Natalie Chapman – nchapman@fta.co.uk 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/new-cycling-offences-causing-death-or-serious-injury-when-cycling 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/new-cycling-offences-causing-death-or-serious-injury-when-cycling
mailto:nchapman@fta.co.uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/new-cycling-offences-causing-death-or-serious-injury-when-cycling
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U3 15 PER CENT CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION TARGET  
 

The Department for Transport (DfT) launched their voluntary target of a 15 per cent reduction in 

tail pipe emissions from HGVs by 2025 when compared to 2015 levels. 

Previously, members agreed FTA should support the volun-

tary target, but also noted the target was challenging and 

impossible to achieve without committed support from the 

Government. 

 

In their recently released ‘Road to Zero’ document, the 

Government recognised the magnitude of the target and 

appreciated that industry alone cannot be held responsible 

for reducing the nation’s emissions and therefore included 

a series of additional supportive measures it intends to 

pursue: 
 

• Funding the Energy Savings Trust’s (EST’s) develop-

ment of a freight portal with advice for HGV opera-

tors, particularly smaller hauliers, on improving fuel 

and operational efficiency. 

• Working with road infrastructure bodies and the 

HGV sector to manage congestion and ensure 

freight can travel efficiently. 

• Continuing to support shifting freight from road to 

rail. 

• Developing a single agreed standard for an Ultra-

Low Emission Truck (ULET) so manufacturers and 

buyers of lorries know what alternatively-fuelled 

vehicles they should be purchasing and central and 

local government know what they should support 

and encourage. 

• Pursuing regulatory opportunities to support the 

road freight sector in switching to lower emission 

commercial vehicles. 
 

Whilst industry is ready and willing to reduce their emis-

sions, if the Government fails to pursue these supportive 

measures industry will not achieve the ambitious target. 

FTA must ensure industry is seen to be doing all it can to 

reduce its emissions so if the target is not met industry will 

not be held accountable. 

 

The Logistics Emissions Reduction Scheme (LERS) is being 

offered as a reporting tool to record industry’s progress 

towards the target and to provide guidance and infor-

mation on how to reduce emissions  

FTA are in discussions with DfT, which is inviting individual businesses to sign up to the target, to 

develop an audit that will enable organisations to obtain accreditation. The FTA will also organise 

a meeting between DfT, EST, the Road Haulage Association (RHA), and the Federation of Small 

Businesses (FSB) to discuss further ways of engaging with industry. DfT representatives have also 

been invited to attend future FTA events to discuss the target. 

 
Issue Manager: Rebecca Kite – rkite@fta.co.uk 
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U4 INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY 
 

FTA responded to two consultations issued as ‘Grand Challenges’ within the Government’s Indus-

trial Strategy, which was launched in November 2017 and is led by the Department for Business 

(BEIS). 

The Industrial Strategy seeks to strengthen the foundations 

of the UK economy, build long-term strategic partnerships 

with businesses, and take on the above mentioned Grand 

Challenges. The consultations we replied to came under 

the ‘Future of Mobility’ Grand Challenge, which looked at: 

inter alia; autonomous vehicles and the logistics workforce; 

and also ‘The Last Mile’, which looked specifically at urban 

transport in the coming decades (FTA’s response can be 

viewed here). 

 

Within our response, we stressed: 

• the need for the logistics industry to help attract 

and train a new workforce, as well as look at what 

the situation could be in 20 years’ time 

• for infrastructure to be used optimally, and any un-

necessary or outdated restrictions on vehicle use 

should be lifted 

• when targeting funding, the Government should 

listen to the customers of the freight industry as 

well as operators 

• any strategy on autonomous vehicles should not 

forget that most vehicles will retain someone on 

board for various reasons (eg safety, brand ambassa-

dor) and that legislation should be reviewed to re-

flect this ‘non-driving’ activity 

 
Issue Managers:  

Chris Yarsley – cyarsley@fta.co.uk 

Denise Beedell -  dbeedell@fta.co.uk 

 

FTA’s response will now feed into the Government’s work on the Future of Mobility Grand 

Challenge, including the Future of Urban Mobility Strategy which is expected to be published by 

the end of 2018. 

https://fta.co.uk/FTA/media/Documents/Campaigns/2018-09-10-Last-Mile-call-for-evidence-FTA-response.pdf
mailto:cyarsley@fta.co.uk
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U5 EXTENSION OF CERTAIN ROAD HAULAGE RULES TO VEHICLES WITH A 

 MAXIMUM WEIGHT NOT EXCEEDING 3.5 TONNES 
 

As part of the revision of drivers’ hours and operator licensing rules, Members of the European 

Parliament (MEPs) proposed to make vans subject to new requirements. 

 

In previous meetings, members agreed to mandate FTA to 

limit the scope of new rules for vans, as most proposed 

rules would increase red tape without tackling the real 

road safety issues. 

 

The most extreme proposals would consist of applying all 

drivers’ hours rules to all vans (including those used on 

own-account). Tachographs would also be mandatory 

(including retrofitting vans that are already on the road 

with future tachograph versions). Regarding operator li-

censing, some of the proposals would also affect all vans 

and require compliance with the four criteria of operator 

licensing (stable establishment, professional competence, 

good repute, and financial standing). 

 

MEPs consider vans to be competing with HGVs on unfair 

terms and see these measures as ways to mitigate unfair 

competition, but these proposals would increase costs and 

red tape for van operators without bringing tangible road 

safety benefits. 

 

FTA campaigned against these disproportionate proposals 

and managed to get MEPs to table exemptions for vans that 

are only used domestically, own account vans, and vehicles 

under 2.4tonnes. However, these compromises could still 

be amended  

Final adoption is unlikely to happen before the next European election in May 2019, but decisive 

milestones could be set by then. If there is a Brexit transition period before these proposals are 

adopted, then the new legislation would still apply to the UK post-Brexit. Even if these rules do 

not become applicable in the UK (depending on timing of the adoption), they would affect UK 

vans operated in EU countries post-Brexit. 

 
Issue Manager: Sarah Laouadi – slaouadi@fta.co.uk  

mailto:slaouadi@fta.co.uk
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U6 MINIMUM WAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR DRIVERS 
 

The European Commission (EC) proposed new rules to harmonise the minimum wage require-

ments across the European Union (EU). 

Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) have pro-

posed changes to the initial proposal on drivers’ minimum 

wage, ranging from applying minimum wage requirements 

to all transport operations (cabotage, international 

transport, and transit) to exempting the whole of interna-

tional transport (and cabotage operations to some ex-

tent). They have so far been unable to agree on a com-

promise and the file is hardly making any progress. 

 

If changes are adopted, administrative requirements would 

be streamlined and harmonized across Europe (whereas 

the current situation results in a patchwork of different 

requirements in every country) but could still generate 

significant administrative burden. 

 

In previous meetings, members mandated FTA to limit the 

scope of minimum wage requirements and to streamline 

the administrative process to prove that the local salary is 

actually paid. 

FTA is campaigning to streamline the requirements and reduce the red tape for hauliers by limit-

ing the number of transport operations covered. Final adoption is unlikely to happen before the 

next European election in May 2019, but decisive milestones could be set by then. 

 
Issue Manager: Sarah Laouadi – slaouadi@fta.co.uk 
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U7 DRIVERS’ HOURS RULES AND TACHOGRAPHS 

 

The European Commission (EC) has proposed a revision of drivers’ hours rules. For more infor-

mation on how this could affect van operators, please see dedicated item (U6 page 25) 

The proposed changes are: 

 

Rest in the cabin: decision-makers are considering a 

compromise whereby the regular and reduced weekly 

rests could be taken in the vehicle only if it is parked in a 

certified parking area that complies with minimum re-

quirements on safety, security, and services for drivers. 

Given the European Court of Justice ruled in December 

2017 that taking the weekly rest in the cabin was not al-

lowed at all, such a compromise would constitute a partial 

improvement from the current situation. The downside is 

that the European Parliament proposal would also cover 

reduced weekly rest. Members of the European Parlia-

ment (MEPs) are also considering forcing member states 

and the EC to report back on progress with new secured 

parking facilities, something FTA had suggested to increase 

political pressure on authorities to develop the necessary 

infrastructure—Member States would have to issue an 

annual report on the availability of these facilities. 

 

Tachographs: decision-makers are also exploring various 

ways to roll-out smart tachographs, including a future Ver-

sion Two of the smart tachograph which has yet to be 

specified, let alone developed. FTA keeps advocating 

against an excessively early retrofit deadline that would 

force operators to retrofit otherwise perfectly functional 

tachographs. We are especially warning MEPs against a 

scenario whereby a vehicle could have to be retrofitted 

twice during its lifespan (first with Version One and then 

with a Version Two). 

 

Return home: decision-makers proposed to require driv-

ers to return home at least once in each four-week period  

FTA keeps campaigning to minimise the additional costs, red tape, and specific consequences for 

certain specialised haulage companies, based on the mandate agreed in previous meetings. 

 
Issue Manager: Sarah Laouadi – slaouadi@fta.co.uk 
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U8 LONGER SEMI-TRAILER TRIAL 
 

On 19 September 2018, the Department for Transport (DfT) formally published the 2017 Longer 

Semi-Trailer (LST) trial results. The results show that LSTs have a significant positive benefit for 

the environment and other road users. 

 

According to the 2017 DfT annual report for the ongoing 

LST trial, up to 32.9 million vehicle kilometres and 28,000 

tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions have been saved by just 

0.5 per cent of Britain’s HGVs using LSTs. 

  

The results suggest an average operator saving of seven per 

cent, equivalent to the saving of one in 14 trips; the most 

efficient operator saving was 13-14 per cent, equivalent to 

one in eight trips. 

Accident rates have also reduced: on a per-kilometre basis, 

compared with the average for all GB articulated HGVs, 

the LST have been involved in 90 per cent fewer personal 

injury collisions while operating on urban roads and 72 per 

cent fewer when on minor roads. 

 

Following the positive operational, environmental, and safe-

ty results shown in the 2017 report, FTA are pursuing DfT 

to bring the trail to an end and to bring LTSs into main-

stream operation  

FTA will be attending the post-launch LTS workshop (supposed to have been held 19 September 

2018, the afternoon of the report’s release, but was postponed) and we will continue to press DfT 

to end the trail to bring LTSs into mainstream operation. 

 
Issue Manager: Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk 
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U9 INDEPENDENT TESTING 

 

The last round of Freight Councils were provided with an update on HGV Testing Facilities 

(RD3). Since then, FTA have met with the Department for Transport (DfT) to try to progress the 

proposed options. 

In previous discussions, members were keen that progress 

be made with the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency 

(DVSA) to improve the difficulties experienced in acquiring 

test slots. Members decided the timing was right for a re-

view of how HGV annual testing is being delivered, but 

also thought independent testing should be considered. 

(An update on the recent meeting held with DVSA, which 

outlined its plans to recruit more examiners and fulfill its 

commitment for a review of testing, can be found on 

page ??: U10.) 

 

 

FTA facilitated a joint meeting with other trade associa-

tions and DfT to make our case for progressing the im-

provements we thought necessary (outlined in the previous 

Policy Report, RD3). DfT believed the legislative changes 

required to amend HGV testing would be prohibitive at 

this point and would not be considered until sometime 

beyond Brexit. It did, however, agree to consider changes 

to the Public Service Vehicle (PSV) annual testing. FTA has 

worked with the Confederation of Passenger Transport 

UK (CPT) to develop such a proposal, with options for the 

implementation of independent annual testing for PSVs. 

 

At the time of writing, FTA’s proposal on independent annual testing for PSVs are with other 

trade associations for comment and endorsement before we submit the suggestions to DfT. DfT 

have agreed to a follow-up meeting once they have had time to review our proposal but have stat-

ed this is unlikely to happen until at least mid-October. A follow-up meeting with DVSA is already 

planned for 15 October. 

 
Issue Manager: Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk 
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U10 AVAILABILITY OF HGV ANNUAL TESTS 

 

FTA continues to press the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) to address the difficul-

ties members are experiencing in accessing HGV annual tests. 

DVSA continues to defend its position on test availability 

by citing statistics on the fulfilment of committed testing 

slots with Authorised Testing Facilities (ATFs); however, 

this measure does not recognise that the agreed allocations 

to ATFs have often been significantly less than they have 

requested, nor reflected the real experiences of test cus-

tomers trying to access test capacity. 

 

FTA is part of an industry-wide roundtable group with 

DVSA to tackle this concern. We have pressed DVSA on 

two key points: 

 

• DVSA should reform the management information it 

collects on testing to ensure it is assessing the test 

customer’s experience. 

• The testing model should be reviewed. 

 

It is hoped a review of the testing model will help to illus-

trate the difficulties the scheme is facing and highlight the 

constraints caused by the provision of testing resources in 

the public sector. 

 

DVSA has progressed several issues through the 

roundtable group: 

 

• A new suite of management information is being 

developed. 

• There is to be enhanced contact with Network 

Business Managers (NBM) to facilitate trouble-

shooting. 

• DVSA has commissioned an independent review of 

testing. 

• DVSA has undertaken planned recruitment and has 

also increased this by 50 additional posts, expected 

to be introduced over the July-September period. 

The Agency has now recruited 73 new Vehicle 

Standards Assessors (VSAs) since the recent cam-

paigns began, bringing the expected complement of 

VSAs to 545 once training and induction is com-

plete.  

FTA has provided evidence to the consultants conducting the independent review and has also 

been involved in work to develop testing provisions in the private sector (see page28 U9 for more 

information on this). The roundtable group will meet again in October. 

 
Issue Managers: 

James Firth – jfirth@fta.co.uk 

Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk 
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U11 NON-PAPER TEST CERTIFICATES 

 

On 14 July 2018, the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) introduced printed test certifi-

cates (MOT) for heavy goods vehicles, buses, and trailers. 

The new certificates are printed on plain paper and have 

replaced handwritten test certificates. At the same time, 

DVSA also ceased to issue trailer test expiry discs. These 

were previously part of the trailer test certificate, with the 

disc needing to be displayed on the trailer so if a trailer 

moved from driver to driver they could be certain the 

trailer was tested. 

 

All HGV, PSV and trailer test history has been made availa-

ble on  gov.uk, so anyone will be able to verify the MOT 

status and expiry at https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history 

FTA has been monitoring this situation with DVSA and, 

though there have been a few minor issues with examiner 

data entry, the change has progressed well. The ability to 

check MOT status on-line has resulted in some very posi-

tive reactions from members.  

DVSA intends to move to paperless test results in the future but have no firm date yet; FTA will 

communicate any updates to members when more detail is available. 

 
Issue Manager: Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk 

https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history
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U12 DIESEL SMOKE METER UPDATE 

 
On 20 May 2018, the new EU roadworthiness directive introduced new emission limits for some 

diesel engine vehicles, which includes vehicles being tested against the manufacturer’s plate value 

– the effects of which required Authorised Testing Facilities (ATFs) to upgrade their test equip-

ment. 

Due to the short timescale ATFs were given to introduce 

this change, and the limitation from equipment providers 

to provide the new equipment/upgrades, the Driver and 

Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) allowed a dispensation 

until the end of September if ATFs were able to demon-

strate they had made arrangements to obtain the new 

equipment or upgrades. Under the dispensation, DVSA 

introduced a workaround tesing procedure for its testing 

staff to apply. 

 

 

 

However, ATFs are still experiencing issues getting their 

equipment upgraded; DVSA are working with the Garage 

Equipment Association to resolve the issue. Until then, 

DVSA will continue with its workaround procedure for 

vehicles first used from 1 January 1980.  

 

Once DVSA has resolved the situation with the Garage Equipment Association, the workaround 

will be rescinded and vehicles’ emission levels will be tested to the manufacturer’s plate value. 

 
Issue Manager: Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mot-special-notice-06-18-eu-roadworthiness-directive-updates/mot-special-notice-06-18-eu-roadworthiness-directive-updates
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U13 DANGEROUS GOODS VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION OF AUTHORISED TESTING 

FACILITIES 

 

The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) has been working with Authorised Testing Fa-

cilities (ATFs) over the past 18 months to classify the types of Dangerous Goods Vehicles (DGVs) 

that can be tested safely at their premises. 

DVSA currently has three DGV classifications for ATFs – 

Red, Amber and Green – with Green given when a DGV 

has been purged and requires no additional safety 

measures, through to Red for when special arrangements 

must be catered for (ie intrinsically safe electrical equip-

ment, full protective clothing worn, etc). Once DVSA has 

confirmed the DGV classification (Red, Amber or Green) 

of the ATF, this may limit the types of vehicles that can be 

accepted for test at that ATF. 

 

FTA has requested early indication of the ATF DGV classi-

fications so we are able to inform members; DVSA is cur-

rently updating their ATF data so it is able to provide this 

information. 

 

Should a member present an unpurged DGV for testing at 

a Green ATF, they may be refused. As an interim solution, 

FTA have advised members to contact their ATF before 

presenting a DGV that has not been purged, to confirm 

the ATF’s ability to accept their vehicle. 

DVSA plans to release a web browser site that will provide all the necessary information on ATFs, 

including their DGV status, once it has updated its ATF data. FTA will inform members as soon 

as this becomes available. 

 
Issue Manager: Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk 
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U14 LOAD SECURITY PILOT 

 

In August, the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) started a pilot in the North of Eng-

land on vehicle load security. 

During the pilot, DVSA will be undertaking a more thor-

ough check of load security during roadside encounters, 

asking drivers of curtain-sided vehicles to reveal the load 

so they can be inspected for security. 

 

This pilot is aimed at identifying some of the root causes to 

insecure loading; DVSA intends to collect information 

about where the vehicle was loaded as this may assist the 

Health and Safety Executive to target consignors if a cer-

tain location is seen as being a problem area.

 

As a result of this pilot, there may be an increase in the 

number of fixed penalties and prohibitions issued by 

DVSA. However, should this occur, the penalties will be 

in line with DVSA’s current enforcement sanctions poli-

cy. 

The pilot will be reviewed in November – three months after implementation. FTA will follow up 

with the DVSA after the review period to establish the next steps. 

 
Issue Manager: Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk 
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U15 TYRE PRESSURE AND CONDITION PILOT 

 

The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) are planning to undertake a trial at their check 

site in Preston in mid-to-late October, where vehicles stopped will have their tyre pressures & 

condition checked electronically. 

DVSA, in conjunction with Highways England, will be trial-

ling the use of new technology to electronically measure 

tyre pressures and the condition of vehicles they check at 

their Preston site. Examiners will be issued with tyre pres-

sure gauges, in addition to their depth gauges, to confirm 

the condition of tyres before taking action. 

 

The introduction of this trial could see an increase in pro-

hibitions for underinflated tyres delivered to vehicles in-

spected at that site. As there are no specific tolerances for 

tyre pressure before action is taken, DVSA will be working 

with FTA and others to agree tolerance levels before 

DVSA implements the trial.  

Details on tolerance levels and enforcement action will be discussed at a DVSA meeting with the 

FTA and others on 4 October 2018. Additionally, FTA will be meeting separately with the project 

team on 8 October 2018 to discuss the implementation of the trial. 

 
Issue Manager: Phil Lloyd – plloyd@fta.co.uk  
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U16 FINANCIAL RESOURCES IN THE RESTRICTED LICENCE SECTOR 

 
FTA submitted its response to the Senior Traffic Commissioner’s consultation on finan-

cial resources for restricted operators.  

In June, Freight Councils discussed the Traffic Commis-

sioner’s consultation which, even though it emphasised 

that it was a ‘blank canvas’ for suggestions, proposed a 

number of indices against which financial resources for 

restricted operators could be escalated.  

 

In July, Road Freight Council concluded that, to improve 

compliance standards in the restricted licence sector, 

greater effect would be gained by increasing regulatory 

standards (ie to match those of standard licence holders 

and to require a Certificate of Professional Competence 

(CPC) holder). However, such regulatory reform was not 

in the gift of the Traffic Commissioners (TCs). It also 

moved for any review of financial resources to not arbi-

trarily apply a benchmarked index to existing levels, but 

rather to reassess the costs of maintenance in consulta-

tion with the industry.  

 

FTA’s response to the consultation included the following 

points: 

• Financial resources should be assessed against a 

fresh assessment of the cost of maintaining com-

mercial vehicles.  

• Financial resources is a small aspect of the factors 

which perpetuate poor compliance standards in 

some parts of the sector.  

• If the TCs believe standards in the restricted sector 

represent a risk to road safety, then evidence sup-

porting reforms should be presented.  

• The outcomes of this consultation must not hamper 

the possibility of reforming financial standing rates 

for standard national operators following the UK’s 

exit from the European Union (EU).  

• FTA also pressed the TCs to accept monies paid as 

part of a repair and maintenance contract to con-

tribute to financial standing levels. 

 

Traffic Commissioners are likely to take action over finan-

cial standing rates, as this is one of the few areas of regula-

tion over which they have authority. However, FTA will 

continue to press the Commissioners to provide support-

ing evidence for the proposed regulatory reform of the 

own account sector. 

The exchange rate of the Pound against the Euro was assessed on 1 October 2018 to establish the 

financial standing rates for standard licence holders from 1 January 2019. Convention suggests the 

Traffic Commissioners will release a statement in the coming weeks to indicate what these offi-

cial rates will be for the year ahead; usually in this statement the Commissioners reference the 

rate for restricted licences – which for some time has been to confirm that they are not changing. 

Whilst this notice may not include the outcomes of the consultation, it is expected to refer to it. 

 
Issue Manager: James Firth – jfirth@fta.co.uk  

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/restricted-licence-holders-level-of-financial-resources
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U17 CHANGES TO SENIOR TRAFFIC COMMISSIONER’S STATUTORY GUIDANCE 

AND DIRECTIONS DOCUMENT 

 

The Senior Traffic Commissioner (STC) has consulted upon some amendments to the Statutory 

Guidance and Directions documents (known as the ‘statutory documents’ or SGD). 

The STC issues guidance and directions to provide infor-

mation regarding the way he believes Traffic Commission-

ers (TCs) should interpret the law in relation to the areas 

for which they have regulatory responsibility, and the ap-

proach to be taken by staff acting on their behalf. 

 

Periodically, the STC reviews the documents to update 

them in light of changes to the law or case law determined 

by the Upper Tribunal; it can also be used as a mechanism 

to further clarify to industry how the TCs expect the obli-

gations of operator licensing (and vocational driver licens-

ing) to be met.  

  

The recent revisions have included changes to:  

  

• Continuous professional development  

• Self-employed drivers  

• Expiry of periods of grace  

• Starting points for applications  

• Financial resources for restricted licences  

 

A summary of all proposed changes, along with the revised 

documents themselves, can be found here. https://

www.gov.uk/government/consultations/senior-traffic-

commissioners-statutory-documents-2018-revisions  

Previous revisions have seen the new documents start to be applied from the beginning of the 

new calendar year. FTA will update members once the new documents are formally published. 

 
Issue Manager: James Firth – jfirth@fta.co.uk 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/senior-traffic-commissioners-statutory-documents-2018-revisions
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U18 DRIVING ALTERNATIVELY-FUELLED VEHICLES UP TO 4.25TONNES ON A 

  CATEGORY B LICENCE  

 

The Department for Transport (DfT) has introduced legal changes which mean holders of a cate-

gory B driving licence will be able to drive vehicles up to 4.25tonnes gross vehicle weight (gvw) if 

that vehicle is powered by alternative fuel. 

In the past, members have indicated that the uptake of 

alternatively-fuelled vans was becoming constrained, in 

part by the loss of payload in such vehicles. Increasing the 

gvw would make the vehicles subject to a range of regula-

tory measures though, particularly vocational driver licens-

ing and operator licensing.  

 

FTA successfully lobbied for the Government to apply to 

the European Commission to request a derogation. This 

was approved and, on 24 July 2018, new laws came into 

force allowing category B driving licence holders to drive 

vehicles up to 4.25tonnes after undertaking five hours of 

additional training. On 1 September 2018, more laws came 

into force which put such vehicles out of scope of opera-

tor licensing.  

 

The derogations apply to vehicles used only in the UK, and 

they cannot pull a trailer. 

 

The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) will 

soon be releasing practical details of the measures. The five 

hours of training will include classroom and practical train-

ing, but not on-road training, and must be delivered by 

instructors on one of the two industry registers of HGV 

instructors. Once completed, the register body will inform 

the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA), and the 

entitlement to the derogation will be marked on the driv-

er’s record; it has not yet been decided whether this will 

be by way of a licence code or simply a note on the record 

which will be visible during a licence check. 

 

DVSA is hoping the waiting arrangements will be in place 

so the derogation can be utilised by operators as part of 

their response to the Christmas peak.  

FTA will continue to work with DVSA and will clarify further details through FTA e-news. 

 
Issue Manager: James Firth – jfirth@fta.co.uk 
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 U19 ROAD PRICING AND RAIL FREIGHT 

 

At March’s UK Council, item FT1 on road pricing was adopted as the basis for FTA policy; the 

specific questions around modal shift and rail freight do need to be tested with Rail Council mem-

bers though. Item FT1 from the January to March Activities Report is included below. 

Five years ago, FTA worked with members to develop a 

Road Tolling Charter. Debate has continued to evolve and 

increase about the future role of road user charging (RUC), 

including in recent discussions with the Department for 

Transport (DfT) over the reform of the HGV Road User 

Levy (RUL). It is now necessary to test members’ views on 

an update of FTA’s position on possible future forms of 

road charging. 

 

In discussions over the RUL, DfT intimated that some ele-

ment of reform may be considered on a long-term basis. 

The London Mayor’s Transport Strategy also includes con-

sidering London-wide RUC. FTA believes this debate could 

interact with other stakeholder campaigns about road pric-

ing, to which FTA will have to respond. This dialogue will 

be about environmental and efficiency issues, but also 

about the need to replace lost Government revenue from 

Fuel Duty as and when road vehicles switch away from 

petrol and diesel. 

  

To inform FTA’s response to this debate we believe we 

need an established position on comprehensive or wider 

use of RUC. The existing Road Tolling Charter focuses on 

incremental increased use and existence alongside fuel du-

ty, therefore the debate now is slightly different. In the case 

of national RUC, FTA also wants to consider the implica-

tions for rail and water freight modes. 

 

FTA envisages national RUC could be a single scheme, 

which uses Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) 

data to charge vehicles for the actual use they make of the 

Strategic and possibly Major Road Networks across Eng-

land. Charges could vary by vehicle type or environmental 

performance. The timeframe we might expect is mid- to 

late-2020s. Urban areas, especially London, could also elect 

to make use of it. 

 

FTA will separately conduct a more confidential assessment 

of price sensitivity of logistics operators in terms of RUC, 

as debate over price models would be inappropriate for 

group discussions on competition law grounds. 

 

FTA would like members’ feedback on putting forward the 

following positions so that it can accurately represent their 

views when speaking publicly: 

• A form of RUC might be acceptable to FTA if it is 

seen as likely to create more efficient use of availa-

ble road space by effectively managing all forms of 

motor traffic.  

• FTA would oppose the introduction of RUC if it is 

aimed at commercial vehicles alone or includes a 

further tax in addition to the current level of Fuel 

duty, rather than as a replacement. 
 

Further observations to be considered by members would 

be as follows: 
 

• If the issue is the removal of Fuel Duty revenue, 

then RUC should not be applied to types of vehicles 

(eg HGVs) that at that time are still dependent on 

taxed fuels (diesel, gas etc) 

• Charging fees to alternatively-powered vans and 

HGVs whilst these technologies are emerging would 

hinder their deployment and so should be avoided 

until they are universally in place 

• If the aim is congestion management, the focus must 

be on: 

a. road users that are price sensitive and therefore 

would change behaviour; and 

b. the efficient use of road space – this cannot 

simply be judged on the size of the vehicle used, 

it must be assessed on what it is doing for socie-

ty (ie 20 tonnes of goods in an HGV verses a 

single occupant car). This could effectively be 

secured by single flat rate vehicle charging, as per 

the London Congestion Scheme 

• Any scheme would have to become a single charging 

regime for England, and preferably the UK as a 

whole, resulting in seamless payment of estuarial 

crossings, urban charging regimes etc 

• Increased road costs might support the business 

case for rail or water in some locations and mar-

kets, but the large majority of road freight is not 

price sensitive to mode shift. A reduced cost 

base for rail, and increased service options, 

would far more effectively target potential traf-

fic for rail without adding cost to the UK econo-

my 

• Commitments would need to be made about im-

provements in road maintenance and reduction of 

periods of disruption (eg roadworks/incident recov-

ery ). 

Members’ questions 

1. Do members feel the above statements form the correct basis for an FTA position on Road 

User Charging, especially regarding the issues of modal shift? 
 

Issue Manager: Christopher Snelling – csnelling@fta.co.uk 
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U20 PERIODIC REVIEW 18 

 

In its submission to the recent Periodic Review 18 (PR18) consultation, FTA focused on opposing 

the proposed potential increases in freight track access charges. 

In the response, FTA asserted that rail freight must not be 

looked at just as a part of the rail industry. It is an integral 

part of the British logistics, and any changes to rail freight 

must be considered in terms of the impacts they would 

have on the UK supply chain and thus on the UK as a 

whole. 

 

The central point made was that the current proposals 

would, over the time of the control period, substantially 

increase the costs of UK rail freight. We further drew 

attention to the effects on unitised traffic – ie containers—

which is vulnerable to competition from road haulage, to 

which it is also well suited (as compared to bulk or aggre-

gate traffic which is often more suitable for rail).  

FTA is continuing to campaign on the topic, combining it with the question of the re-examination 

of red diesel, to argue to political audiences that the Government is risking rail’s place in the sup-

ply chain, to the detriment of all. 

 
Issue Manager: Christopher Snelling – csnelling@fta.co.uk 
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U21 RAIL FREIGHT EMISSIONS 

 

In order to better support the role of rail within the supply chain, it is necessary to have a more 

evidenced understanding of rail freight atmospheric emissions. FTA is continuing to work with the 

consultants Aether to develop this. 

Members have previously participated in a roundtable to 

help scope this work. 

 

Aether are now further developing proposals within exist-

ing budgetary constraints.  

 

Separately, FTA has meet with the Rail Safety and Stand-

ards Board (RSSB) to discuss emissions and to encourage 

them to help fund the next stages of the Aether work. 

RSSB has a working group on the issue to which Aether 

will be invited in due course.  

 

FTA plans to test the latest proposals with members at the November Rail Freight Council meet-

ing. 

 
Issue Manager: Christopher Snelling – csnelling@fta.co.uk 
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U22 MARITIME 2050  

 

FTA is working to influence the Maritime 2050 strategy, which will set out the Government’s 

long-term policy framework for the water sector with important implications for inland infra-

structure as well. 

The Maritime 2050 strategy will influence Governmental 

decisions on future inland connectivity, private and public-

sector investment decisions at ports and in the longer 

term routing, and service levels by water freight opera-

tors. It arose from the Maritime Growth Study and is simi-

lar to the Aviation Strategy, albeit with a longer time 

frame. FTA is working to influence the strategy to achieve 

the best result for the whole supply chain. 

FTA has responded to an initial call for evidence and is hosting a meeting with the Department 

for Transport (DfT) and water freight members on 15 October 2018 to discuss further. 

 
Issue Manager: Alex Veitch – aveitch@fta.co.uk 
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U23 FELIXSTOWE DELAYS 

 
Container shippers and hauliers have repeatedly raised complaints about delays at Felixstowe, pri-

marily caused by the introduction of an IT system at the port. This is resulting in delays of, on av-

erage, five days, plus a large number of diversions to other container ports. In turn, this has 

stretched haulier capacity, leading to further problems.  

Felixstowe is, by some distance, the UK’s largest container 

port by volume and one of the largest in Europe. Delays 

here are already having a major ripple effect onto inland 

supply chains, supplies of goods, and capacity for hauliers 

who are able to move unaccompanied trailers. 

 

After discussion in Shippers’ Council meetings throughout 

2018, FTA CEO David Wells has written to Hutchison 

UK’s CEO and will visit the port to meet senior managers 

in October. FTA are also keeping open communication 

with members to see whether performance improves and 

considering the next steps to take.  

FTA will meet with officials at Felixstowe and continue to assess the scale of the issue. Possible 

next steps include speaking out in the press and raising concerns to Government. 

 
Issue Manager: Alex Veitch – aveitch@fta.co.uk 
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U24 SULPHUR SURCHARGES 

 

Global regulations to improve air quality in port cities by limiting the sulphur content used in 

worldwide shipping will enter into force in 2020. 

The new 2020 regulations means shipping lines will either 

have to pay more to buy lower-sulphur fuel or use 

“scrubbers” (end-of-tailpipe solution) to reduce emis-

sions. They may also use alternative fuels, but this is a 

longer-term option. 

 

We are expecting costs to increase; for example, Maersk 

has already announced a sulphur surcharge, and others, 

such as the Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC), are 

retrofitting scrubbers. This involves Capital Expenditure, 

however, which is unlikely to be passed through. There 

may be disruption from this choice as well, as fitting a 

scrubber requires the ship to be taken out of service. 

Whichever option is taken, shipping lines are likely to be 

even more focused on fuel economy than today, which 

means more slow-steaming and even greater emphasis on 

fully utilizing larger vessels, thus exacerbating pressure on 

container ports to discharge containers as quickly as possi-

ble. 

 

FTA discussed this topic in the Shipper “First Friday” web 

meeting in September and are currently gathering evidence 

from UK shippers and via our European and global net-

work of shipper councils. Based on feedback, we want to 

know which major shipping lines are fitting scrubbers, 

which are planning to use low-sulphur fuel, and what the 

impacts of both choices are.  

FTA will continue with member engagement and tracking the trade press to assess the scale of 

the issue, and decide our next steps to influence container line decisions with our UK, European 

and Global partners. 

 
Issue Manager: Alex Veitch – aveitch@fta.co.uk 
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U25 EU CONTAINER LINE COMPETITION POLICY 

 

The European Union (EU) Commission is currently reviewing whether to extend the current time

-limited competition rules for container shipping for another five-year period once they expire in 

2020. 

The competition rules (“consortium block exemption reg-

ulation” (BER)) exempt this sector from standard EU com-

petition law by permitting container lines to enter into 

agreements with each other and to cooperate in various 

ways provided that doing so benefits customers and that 

there is no price fixing. 

 

If the BER is extended for a further five years to 2025, then 

current market conditions would persist until then. This 

would be a disappointing and damaging outcome as it 

would enable container lines to continue to legally reduce 

competition in the European market. The UK will have the 

opportunity to set its own competition policy for container 

shipping lines after Brexit, however it would still be prefer-

able for the EU as a whole to tighten its rules. 

 

After discussion at shippers’ council in July 2018, FTA 

members agreed to oppose the renewal of the BER. FTA 

also discussed the BER renewal with the European Shippers 

Council (ESC) to seek alignment with other shippers’ asso-

ciations.  

FTA and/or the ESC will respond to the formal European Commission consultation when it is 

launched. 

 
Issue Manager: Alex Veitch – aveitch@fta.co.uk 
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U26 MINISTERIAL ROUND TABLE MEETING (AVIATION STRATEGY) 

 

A group of FTA members, CEO David Wells, and Head of Global Policy, Alex Veitch, attended a 

round table meeting with Aviation Minister Baroness Sugg to gather industry feedback on the 

Aviation Strategy which is currently in development. 

The Minister reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to 

set the framework for developing the Air Freight market, 

including digitalisation, surface access, promoting global 

connectivity, and supporting capacity enhancements. 

 

 

A consultation paper is due to be published shortly which 

will, among other proposals, ask for feedback on the ways 

in which Government can set a more straightforward and 

positive framework for individual-airport planning applica-

tions. It will also provide an opportunity for FTA to advise 

on practical measures to improve and grow air freight, in-

fluencing the UK aviation strategy to 2030 . 

FTA will take the consultation response through Air Council for feedback and support Govern-

ment engagement with the whole air freight supply chain. 

 
Issue Manager: Alex Veitch – aveitch@fta.co.uk 
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U27 AVIATION BREXIT: AVIATION CONTINGENCY PLANNING 

 

FTA attended two separate briefings on contingency plans relating to air cargo security in the 

event of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit. 

The briefings covered the establishment of UK air safety 

regulations should it not be possible to continue some 

form of membership of the European Aviation Safety 

Agency (EASA). On security it addressed the European 

Union (EU) decision to, on day one of Brexit, not auto-

matically award UK operators “green” security status but 

insist instead that all UK registered operators re-certify 

for the purposes of air cargo security. This would effec-

tively mean no air cargo could be carried by UK carriers 

on day one of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit and would only be possi-

ble again once authorized by an EU member state. 

 

The UK Government is taking a more pragmatic approach 

than the EU for aviation. The UK will “grandfather” securi-

ty status for EU registered airlines and consequently allow 

direct cargo. UK Government is also setting up the requi-

site safety infrastructure too. At the same time, the EU has 

publicly set out its disappointing position so there is little – 

probably zero – scope to change it now. 

 

Therefore, a ‘no-deal’ outcome is likely to interrupt direct 

air cargo shipments by air from UK to the EU; it is unclear 

whether the total number of freighter flights will be al-

tered. Goods currently moved to and from Heathrow and 

the continental EU by road in a Transit procedure will be 

affected by delays at Dover-Calais in the event of ‘no deal’. 

This will significantly reduce the attractiveness of 

Heathrow for freight, which in turn will reduce the eco-

nomic competitiveness of certain long-haul passenger 

routes and therefore reduce opportunities to move belly-

hold air freight. 

FTA will brief members on the full implications of ‘no deal’ for aviation once the technical notice 

is published. 

 
Issue Manager: Alex Veitch – aveitch@fta.co.uk 
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 The group also sought clarity on how deterioration of 

equipment over time should be handled and expressed 

caution about the cumulative impact of clustered require-

ments with regard to cognitive overload. Concerns were 

also raised about the risk of over-exposure, particularly 

with audible left-turn alarms: if every vehicle is required to 

fit such equipment, then there is the risk that vulnerable 

road users (VRUs) become ‘immune’ to the effects. 
 

DfT has now provided the notification required under the 

Technical Standards & Regulations Directive 2015/1535/

EU to the Commission on behalf of TfL. Notification was 

made of the ‘Safe Systems’ approach, in the form of the 

draft guidance document and of the ‘Technical Protocol’, 

which sets out the means by which the star ratings of the 

vehicles is determined. 
 

TfL has now commissioned research into operational evi-

dence and preferences of safety equipment, and the evi-

dence behind the Safe System requirements. They will 

refine the wording and content of the Safe System guid-

ance document to remove ambiguity and provide clarity 

where possible. 
 

Issue manager: Natalie Chapman nchapman@fta.co.uk 

     

G2 CITY FRINGE ULEV STREETS (HACKNEY) 
 

A new Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle (ULEV) scheme was 

introduced on 3 September 2018, restricting vehicles with 

more than 75g CO2/km from entering two zones (nine 

streets) in Hoxton and Shoreditch between the hours of 

07.00 – 10.00 and 16.00 – 19.00. Vehicles owned or oper-

ated by residents and businesses located within the zones 

are exempt. The scheme is enforced by Automatic Num-

ber Plate Recognition (ANPR) cameras situated at the 

entry points to the zone, and Penalty Charge Notices 

(PCNs) will be issued to unauthorised vehicles for every 

breach. FTA has made strenuous efforts to engage with 

Hackney Council, with limited success. A robust press 

release was widely covered by the trade press, and FTA’s 

Vans and Urban Policy Manager Denise Beedell was inter-

viewed by London Live on the day the scheme started. 
 

This is effectively an HGV ban, as there are no heavy 

goods vehicles available that meet the City Fringe defini-

tion of an Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle. FTA has expressed 

concerns about the lack of wider business engagement, 

very short lead time (three weeks), and the lack of publici-

ty about the scheme. Whilst businesses and residents 

based within the zone were advised their vehicles are ex-

empt, there was limited recognition about the impact on 

deliveries, servicing, or on recovery vehicles entering to 

deal with a break-down. There is also no indication of any 

monitoring, review periods, or impact assessments being 

planned. Since 3 September, Hackney has made public 

statements that the scheme is a trial, however FTA was 

originally told it was a permanent scheme. Although the 

scheme only currently covers a handful of streets, this 

G1 LONDON DIRECT VISION STANDARD 
 

From 26 October 2020, all N3 category vehicles (goods 

vehicles over 12 tonnes) will be required to have an HGV 

Safety Permit to enter the capital, either by meeting the 

minimum one-star rating of direct vision or by meeting the 

requirements of the ‘Safe System’. 
 

At June’s Greater London Freight Council, Transport for 

London (TfL) presented the latest details on the scheme, 

confirming the permits would be free. For three- to five-

star rated vehicles, the permit would be valid for ten years, 

starting from 26 October 2020. For one- and two-star 

vehicles, or zero-star rated vehicles with the Safe System, 

the permit would be valid until the date in 2024 when the 

scheme is tightened to the three-star minimum/progressive 

Safe System. There will be an online permit application 

process, details of which are still under development. 
 

In terms of enforcement, Automatic Number Plate Recog-

nition (ANPR) cameras will be used to determine whether 

a vehicle has a permit. TfL is also looking at working with 

agencies and partners to piggy-back on existing roadside 

enforcement checks. 
Vehicles which do not meet the minimum one-star rating 

in 2020 can obtain a permit by meeting requirements of 

the ‘Safe System’. The Safe System covers three areas of 

risk: indirect vision, warning of intended manoeuvre, and 

physical impact of a hazard. Vehicles will need to be fitted 

with the specified equipment to mitigate each area of risk. 

More details can be found on the TfL website (https://

tfl.gov.uk/info-for/deliveries-in-london/delivering-safely/

direct-vision-in-heavy-goods-vehicles).  
 

TfL has said it will not be accrediting specific devices; in-

stead, it is for vehicle operators to determine whether the 

equipment satisfies the requirements of the system. Mem-

bers have expressed concern about TfL not defining the 

technical specification of equipment, as they want certainty 

about what exactly to fit. In addition, members have asked 

for the evidence base for the Safe System specification to 

be published in time for the public consultation in early 

2019. 
 

Following pressure from FTA, TfL held a meeting in August 

with trade bodies, vehicle manufacturers, road safety 

groups, and the Department for Transport (DfT) to dis-

cuss the technical detail of the Safe System. Whilst TfL said 

they are unable to endorse specific products, there is po-

tential to approve technical specifications and minimum 

acceptable requirements to give operators certainty that 

the equipment they have purchased will be approved at 

permit application and not deemed unacceptable later at 

the enforcement stage. Such guidance should define the 

minimum acceptable specification for each type of equip-

ment/technology, with the 2024 progressive scheme 

providing an opportunity to be more prescriptive where it 

is not deemed appropriate for 2020.  
 

mailto:nchapman@fta.co.uk
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could be seen as a blueprint for other authorities to fol-

low, with the potential for a patchwork of similar schemes 

elsewhere in London and beyond. 
 

We have been informed in writing that monitoring and 

review will take place and are currently arranging a meet-

ing with the planning team at Hackney. 

 

G3 CLEAN AIR VILLAGES 
 

The Clean Air Villages programme aims to reduce emis-

sions at 10 air quality hotspots across five boroughs 

(Lambeth, Hammersmith and Fulham, Islington, Kensington 

and Chelsea, and Lewisham) and will run between Summer 

2018 to end of Spring 2019, financed through the Depart-

ment for Environment, Food and Rural Af-

fairs’ (DEFRA’s) Clean Air Grant. 
 

The scheme focuses on encouraging local businesses and 

residents to find ways to reduce delivery vehicle move-

ments using environmentally conscious delivery companies 

and fewer suppliers, with some businesses even looking 

into setting up an environmentally-friendly van sharing 

scheme.  

 
There may be additional costs and administrative burdens 

for small businesses in finding alternative delivery compa-

nies. Reduced deliveries may be problematic for businesses 

without sufficient storage space to stockpile. 
 

Discussions with the programme leader have confirmed 

there is no intention to bring in vehicle restrictions or un-

dermine local/small suppliers, and FTA will be kept updat-

ed as the programme progresses. 
 

Issue manager:   Denise Beedell – dbeedell@fta.co.uk 

 

G4 WATER FREIGHT FACILITIES IN LONDON 
 

FTA has responded to a Greater London Assembly (GLA) 

consultation on which wharves should retain safeguarded 

status. 
 

FTA discussed the consultation regarding the safeguarding 

of London wharves with water freight members operating 

in the Thames’ region. In our August 2018 response, we 

argued that insufficient evidence was provided for release 

of safeguarding status – for example, there was no infor-

mation of what investment would be required to begin to 

serve the freight market, in many cases no evidence of 

marketing and promotion activity, and flawed methodology 

to estimate capacity of wharves. In principle, FTA propose 

that safeguarded status should only be challenged where 

there is a proposal to develop the site for another use, 

and, in these cases, care must be taken to ensure the site 

is not being deliberately left idle by its owner in order to 

gain planning permission. 
 

Without intervening action, there is the possibility the 

GLA will release several wharves for redevelopment, los-

ing them for freight altogether. 
 

FTA will take forward engagement with the GLA through 

both the Maritime Council and Greater London Council. 
 

Issue manager: Alex Veitch – aveitch@fta.co.uk 

 

G5 A14 TO BECOME A MOTORWAY 
 

Highways England has announced the section of the A14 

between Ellington and Girton is to be reclassified as a 

motorway by the time the new road opens in 2020. 
 

Highways England is approaching the halfway point of the 

upgrade of the 21-mile stretch of the A14 between Cam-

bridge and Huntingdon. The scheme increases capacity to 

three lanes in each direction, including a brand new 17-

mile bypass south of Huntingdon, with four lanes in each 

direction between Bar Hill and Girton. The project, which 

includes 34 bridges and main structures, will add addition-

al capacity, boost the local and national economy, and cut 

up to 20 minutes from journeys. The new road will be 

opened to traffic by the end of 2020, although some finish-

ing work, such as the removal of the A14 viaduct in Hun-

tingdon, will continue beyond that involving occasional 

road closures. 
 

Highways England is now seeking an opportunity to make 

the new road safer and more efficient by changing the 

classification of a section of road within the scheme, be-

tween Ellington and Girton, to motorway standard by the 

time the new road opens in 2020. 
 

The design for the road upgrade is not changing – only the 

road signs, from green to blue, for the section of the road 

upgrade that will become a motorway. But this new classi-

fication will help provide more efficient road use through 

information and management when it is built. The new 

A14(M) will have variable speed limits, and slow-moving 

vehicles will be prohibited from using it. 
 

Highways England needs to ask the Planning Inspectorate 

to consider its request now so that a decision is made in 

time for the project opening to traffic by the end of 2020. 

The Secretary of State for Transport will make the final 

decision next year, following the Planning Inspectorate’s 

review of their submission. 
 

Issue manager: Natalie Chapman – nchapman@fta.co.uk 
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G6 OXFORD TO CAMBRIDGE EXPRESSWAY –

 DECISION ANNOUNCED 
 

On the 12 September, the Oxford to Cambridge express-

way study announced corridor B was the chosen option to 

link the M1 at Milton Keynes with the M40 at Oxford. It is 

predicted to take up to 40 minutes off the journey be-

tween the A34 south of Oxford and the M1, and building 

the new link close to the east-west rail link will also pro-

vide further potential for the development of up to one 

million new homes. It is hoped that, by placing new homes 

close to rail links, more people will be encouraged to trav-

el by train rather than by car. 
 

FTA is supportive of the decision: poor road connectivity 

in the heart of England has had a negative impact on busi-

nesses and economic growth. The corridor will provide a 

more efficient route for commercial vehicle operators and 

other road users, connecting two vital trading areas. The 

Oxford to Cambridge improvements will also have signifi-

cant benefits for freight using the A34 to connect the port 

of Southampton with the midlands and beyond. 
 

Further engagement events have been planned for spring 

2019, and FTA will continue to contribute to the study. 
 

Issue manager: Rebecca Kite – rkite@fta.co.uk 

 

G7 PORTSMOUTH AIR QUALITY STEERING 

 GROUP 
 

FTA attended the Portsmouth Air Quality Steering 

Group’s second meeting in September, to discuss key pri-

orities in reducing the city’s emissions and to prioritise 

which are considered to be the most important for the Air 

Quality Management Areas. Portsmouth are not required 

to introduce a Clean Air Zone, as the Department for 

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) predictions 

suggest the city will be compliant by 2022 following busi-

ness as usual. However, Portsmouth City Council are 

looking to update the Air Quality Action Plan to see if they 

can bring forward emission compliance earlier than 2022. 
 

FTA were supportive of the proposed anti-idling campaign 

and any measures to increase the use of public transport, 

provided the available road space was shared efficiently 

between all road users. 
 

The development of pedestrianised areas was a favoured 

option, which would also require the retiming of freight 

deliveries. FTA highlighted the importance of engaging with 

businesses and their suppliers to gain an understanding of 

the current servicing requirements before making any 

changes. 

We also discussed the realities of consolidation centres 

and the effort that parts of the supply chain have already 

put into consolidating their deliveries. 
  

The steering group will meet again later in 2018, to dis-

cuss the prioritised measures, and FTA will continue to 

support these meetings.  

 

G8 SOUTHAMPTON CLEAN AIR ZONE 
 

Southampton’s consultation on their proposed Class B 

Clean Air Zone (CAZ) closed on the 13 September. The 

zone will apply to buses, coaches, taxis, private hire vehi-

cles (PHVs), and heavy goods vehicles (HGVs). Entry 

standards are set at Euro VI for diesel, and non-compliant 

HGVs will be charged a proposed daily rate of £100. The 

CAZ will cover the entire city, including access to the 

port. 
 

According to Southampton City Council’s figures, roads 

contribute 61.99 per cent of nitrogen dioxide emissions 

on the Western Approach, of which HGVs are responsi-

ble for 11 per cent and diesel cars are responsible for 56 

per cent. Therefore, it seems disproportionate to apply 

this scheme to HGVs and not private cars. 
 

FTA have responded, calling for harmonization with other 

CAZs, and emphasising the importance of providing indus-

try with as much lead time as possible. Delaying the pro-

posed start date of October 2019 until October 2020 will 

synchronize the scheme with the confirmed start date of 

the Ultra-Low Emission Zone and the Direct Vision 

Standard in London. We have also requested the daily 

charge for HGVs be set at £50, matching the figure al-

ready set by Leeds City Council, and asked Southampton 

to provide vehicles with an exempt route to access test 

sites. 
 

Government had set the first five councils (Birmingham, 

Derby, Nottingham, Leeds, and Southampton) a deadline 

of September 15 2018 to submit a full business case of 

their preferred options. However, with their consultation 

only recently closed, Southampton missed the deadline. 

Therese Coffey contacted Southampton City Council, 

warning they could be at risk of serious consequences if 

they if they do not speed up their submission. 
 

Southampton plan to submit their full business case to the 

Secretary of State by October 2018; we will continue to 

follow the outcomes of their consultation.  

 

G9 SLOUGH CLEAN AIR ZONE 
 

Slough Borough Council will be conducting a Clean Air 

Zone (CAZ) feasibility study in 2019/20 as part of their 

Low Emission Strategy. The study will investigate the feasi-

bility of a category B or C charging CAZ. The study will 

also look at a non-charging zone, to determine if compli-

ance can be achieved without charging non-compliant ve-

hicles. A category B zone would include HGVs and a cate-

gory C zone would also bring vans into scope. 
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Slough Borough Council are proposing to work with the 

freight industry to reduce emissions where possible by: 
 

• supporting the uptake of alternatively-fuelled vehicles 

and investing in refuelling infrastructure 

• promoting electric delivery vehicles  

• looking at routing options for HGVs to avoid the Air 

Quality Management Areas 

• encouraging more freight to be transported by rail for 

long-haul journeys 
 

FTA has contacted Slough Borough Council requesting to 

be included in their future engagement with stakeholders 

and will continue to follow their progress as the plan de-

velops. 
 

Issue Manager: Rebecca Kite – rkite@fta.co.uk 

 

G10 BIRMINGHAM CLEAN AIR ZONE 
 

FTA arranged a member meeting with the key officials in 

Birmingham City Council tasked with the introduction of 

the Clean Air Zone (CAZ) in the city centre, where mem-

bers were able to ask questions directly. The Association 

also responded to the Birmingham City Council consulta-

tion on the published plans for the CAZ within the A4540, 

highlighting the need for proper diversion signage, internal 

enforcement, a delay of instigation until October 2020, 

promotion of ‘exempted routes’ out of the zone, and to 

ensure consistency with other CAZs nationally. 
 

FTA also outlined its concerns over comments on the ex-

istence of possible ‘retrofit’ options for HGVs, which cur-

rently do not exist, as well as the lack of a mature second-

hand market for the van sector. 
 

Issue Manager: Chris Yarsley – cyarsley@fta.co.uk 
 

G11 NOTTINGHAM CITY COUNCIL CLEAN 

 AIR ZONE 
 

FTA responded to the consultation launched by Notting-

ham City Council on their proposed alternative action to a 

Clean Air Zone (CAZ). The city believes it will reach com-

pliance with existing measures, so does not see the need 

to establish and operate a CAZ. 
 

The city already operates its ‘Clear Zone’, which prohibits 

vehicular access in the heart of the city during certain 

times of the day, and there is a proposal to add a ‘clean 

vehicle’ restriction that would allow only the cleanest vehi-

cles to be permitted access. FTA has asked for clarification 

on the definition of ‘clean vehicle’ and expressed its reser-

vations that this does not become an HGV ban, and that 

operators established within the zone should be permitted 

a route out. 

 

 

 

G12 DERBY CLEAN AIR ZONE 
 

Derby City Council has consulted on its three proposals 

for the introduction of a Clean Air Zone (CAZ) within 

the city, due to come into force in 2019. The city has pro-

posed one voluntary non-chargeable scheme which in-

volves traffic management measures on the roads to rec-

ord levels of pollutants in breach of the law. There are 

also two chargeable CAZs based on the inner and the 

outer ring roads; these would be band D, covering all non

-exempt vehicles, and would operate 24 hours a day. The 

city has made it clear that its preferred option would be 

the first case, which would avoid a CAZ being implement-

ed. 
 

Issue Manager: Chris Yarsley – cyarsley@fta.co.uk 

 

G13 SEVERN BRIDGE TOLLS 
 

The Secretary of State for Wales has confirmed the re-

moval of the tolls on the Severn Bridge will be 17 Decem-

ber 2018. This is welcomed by businesses on both sides of 

the crossing, as this is money that can now be spent on 

upskilling, recruitment, and purchasing greener vehicles. 
 

Following the removal, Highways England will begin the 

process of returning TAG deposits and unspent funds; 

Highways England predict this process may take up to six 

months.  

 

G14 TACKLING ROADSIDE NITROGEN 

 DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS IN WALES 
 

The Welsh Government have published a consultation on 

roadside nitrogen dioxide (NO) concentrations along the 

following sections of motorway and trunk roads: 

• A494 Deeside 

• A483 Wrexham 

• A470 Pontypridd 

• M4 Port Talbot J41-J42 

• M4 Newport J25-J26  
 

The consultation seeks views on the proposed final 

measures; in all instances this is a 50mph speed limit on 

these road sections. For the section along M4 Newport 

there are also proposals to encourage local traffic off the 

motorway before Junction 25/26 during times that high 

NO is anticipated. 
 

The temporary schemes have been in place since June 

2018, and the results will not be known until December – 

therefore, it seems this consultation is premature. Any 

decision taken regarding the reduction of speed limits 

should be based on reducing pollution and not seen as a 

long term or 24-hour requirement. From the Welsh Gov-

ernments own modelling, pollution targets will be 

mailto:rkite@fta.co.uk
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achieved with the take-up of lower polluting vehicles in 

some areas by 2019. 
 

The consultation is available via https://beta.gov.wales/sites/

default/files/consultations/2018-09/tackling-roadside-

nitrogen-dioxide-concentrations-in-wales-consultation-

document_1.pdf 
 

The consultation closes 2 November 2018. 

 

G15 WELSH GOVERNMENT EVIDENCE  

 SESSION – STATE OF THE ROADS IN 

 WALES 
 

FTA gave evidence to the Welsh Government on the state 

of the roads in Wales, highlighting the need to make a de-

cision on the M4 relief road. It is expected this will be 

Carwyn Jones’s decision before he steps down as First 

Minister for Wales in December. 
 

FTA also stressed a need for greater coordination be-

tween local authorities, Welsh Government, businesses, 

and communities when planning roadworks. This is high-

lighted in the current roadworks around A468 in Caerphil-

ly. FTA added that, in general, local roads are poorly main-

tained, and there appears to be a lack of funding. 
 

Issue Manager: Sally Gilson – sgilson@fta.co.uk 

 

G16 TRANSPORT FOR THE NORTH  

 DEVELOPMENT CORRIDORS 
 

The work on a long-term strategic plan for infrastructure 

across the North of England continues with research on 

the schemes being proposed throughout the project. 
 

The plan’s aim is to improve connectivity of people, busi-

ness, and freight, with four objectives that are to: 

• transform economic performance 

• increase efficiency, reliability, integration, and resilience 

in the north transport system 

• improve inclusivity, health, and access to opportunities 

for all 

• promote and enhance the built, historic, and natural 

environment 
 

The majority of the work recognises that there are re-

strictions on east-west connectivity, and the Association 

continues to urge Transport for the North (TfN) to look 

at the longer-term improvement of infrastructure on road 

and rail, and to ensure there is connectivity for all modes.  

A recently investigated area is the way consolidation cen-

tres are designed for future infrastructure, and the priority 

is to plan opportunities for consolidation near rail and at 

ports, including airports. FTA has said it is important to 

involve the logistic industry on consolidation, to establish 

what works best for the industry rather than what might 

be imposed on freight and logistic operators. 
 

Work will continue over the autumn, with further stake-

holder meetings planned for February 2019, when a con-

solidated northern Strategic Transport plan is expected to 

be in its final stages. 
 

Issue Manager: Malcolm Bingham – mbingham@fta.co.uk 

 

G17 A66 TRANS-PENNINE PROJECT 
 

The project to dual the A66 between Scotch Corner to 

Penrith continues to gather economic data on the value of 

dualling. The normal assumption on congestion does not 

show sufficient evidence to justify the dualling and so the 

project is now looking to economic evidence to add to 

safety and reliability data.  
 

At the time of writing, a meeting has been called for the 

last week in September, to bring together freight interest 

across the entire A66 corridor, and Council members will 

be briefed on the results of that meeting. 
 

Issue Manager: Malcolm Bingham – mbingham@fta.co.uk 

 

G18 ACCESS TO THE PORT OF LIVERPOOL 
 

Following a consultation in 2017, Highways England an-

nounced it had decided to take forward the design of a 

new bypass through Rimrose Valley, rather than try to 

improve the existing A5036 route between the port and 

Switch Island junction where the road meets the M57 and 

M58 motorways. 
 

Sefton Council have applied for a judicial review, on the 

basis that a tunnel option was not included as part of the 

public consultation. In response, Highways England said the 

considerable cost and disruption of constructing a tunnel, 

and ongoing maintenance and operational costs, meant it 

was never going to be a viable solution. 
 

The proposed bypass will provide similar long-term bene-

fits to a tunnel – an almost junction-free link between the 

port and motorway network – at a significantly lower cost 

with less construction disruption, and a much shorter de-

livery time when pressure on the existing road is increas-

ing all the time. It would also mean the current A5036 

could be betrunked and reduced to a single carriageway 

for local access. 
 

FTA has been invited to discuss the issue with Highways 

England and their consultants to see how we could help to 

support the bypass scheme. With only one proposed junc-

tion to pass through Rimrose Valley the journey would be 

marginally longer but will offer more reliability, with a po-

tential saving on fuel use compared to the current access 

on the A5036. 
 

We now wait for the judicial review to be carried out but, 

in the meantime, Highways England have been invited to 

come to North West Council in the new year to discuss 

the issue. 

 

https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/consultations/2018-09/tackling-roadside-nitrogen-dioxide-concentrations-in-wales-consultation-document_1.pdf
https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/consultations/2018-09/tackling-roadside-nitrogen-dioxide-concentrations-in-wales-consultation-document_1.pdf
https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/consultations/2018-09/tackling-roadside-nitrogen-dioxide-concentrations-in-wales-consultation-document_1.pdf
https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/consultations/2018-09/tackling-roadside-nitrogen-dioxide-concentrations-in-wales-consultation-document_1.pdf
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G19 GREATER MANCHESTER BRIDGE  

 SKILLS PROJECT 
 

Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) is sup-

porting schools to develop closer links with logistics and 

other industries across Greater Manchester. “Bridge GM” 

is GMCA’s approach to growing a network of business, 

education leaders, and career professionals, to provide 

young people with a careers programme fit for the 21st 

Century. The work is supporting over 180 schools and 

colleges across Greater Manchester, working closely with 
headteachers to take a more strategic approach to careers 

(with employer engagement and the local labour market 

information at the heart). 
 

This strategic advice is supported by Enterprise Advisers, 

volunteers from industry who are matched to a single 

school over a 12-month period to offer industry expertise, 

strategic advice, and knowledge schools and colleges often 

lack. 
 

In the immediate future there is a need to identify individ-

uals who may be interested in becoming an Enterprise 

Adviser, specifically from the logistics sector. 
 

The Association is working with the Enterprise Coordina-

tor looking after the logistic sector and will report to 

North West Council on the progress and needs of the 

project. 

 

G20 M56 JUNCTIONS 6 TO 8 TO BECOME 

 SMART MOTORWAY 
 

Highways England will be starting work on improving the 

M56 motorway between junction 6 (Manchester Airport) 

and junction 8 (Bowdon) by making it a smart motorway 

in early 2019. 
 

Smart motorways are a technology driven approach to 

tackling the most congested parts of the motorway net-

work, improving journey reliability by controlling the flow 

and speed of traffic.  
 

The existing M56 is a rural, dual, three-lane motorway 

with a hard shoulder, except for sections on both car-

riageways near junction 7 where the hard shoulder has 

been converted into additional running lanes. This scheme 

includes the conversion of the hard shoulder between 

junction 6 and 7, and westbound through junction 6, into a 

running lane. 
 

The scheme will include the upgrade and the installation of 

sign and signal gantries, the construction of emergency 

areas, and introduction of new concrete barriers. 
 

Issue Manager: Malcolm Bingham – mbingham@fta.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

G21 HARROGATE CONGESTION STUDY 
 

FTA has been invited by North Yorkshire County Council 

to be involved with a further study into congestion in Har-

rogate and the possible solution for it. The body involved 

with the study is an advisory group without any powers to 

make decisions on schemes – these will be decided by 

North Yorkshire County Council with Harrogate and 

neighbouring unitary councils.  
 

The concept of a relief road for Harrogate was first put 

forward in the 1990s, when initial development work was 

undertaken to investigate potential options. As with all the 

proposed interventions, there has been no detailed design 

of relief road alignments within this study; however, a num-

ber of historical corridor proposals do exist and have been 

previously considered and consulted on as part of earlier 

studies. 
 

The five preferred corridor options for a relief road have 

previously been identified and are known as: Northern; 

Inner (northern); Inner (southern), including link to Bilton 

Lane; Western; and Killinghall. 

Overall, the results of a modelling assessment showed the 

inner relief road options (both northern and southern), 

including the Killinghall tie-in, achieving the most benefits. 

This was as expected and in line with the patterns of traffic 

movement across Harrogate, as identified in the Stage 1 

report. Therefore, the Northern, Western, and Killinghall 

(stand-alone) corridors were not considered any further 

within this study. However, the Inner Northern and Inner 

Southern corridors were taken forward for further consid-

eration within the next stage. 
 

The Inner Northern relief road has subsequently been dis-

counted by the authorities and a decision is likely to be 

taken on the options left in December with the potential 

for public inquiry in the new year. 
 

The current thinking is to promote the scheme that offers 

the best options to promote active travel. 
 

FTA has made it known that it is grateful for the oppor-

tunity to have been involved in the work of the study 

group. The Association has provided reliable information 

on the progress of the project so far, and we look forward 

to a formal consultation in 2019. 
 

Issue Manager: Malcolm Bingham – mbingham@fta.co.uk 

 

G22 MEETING WITH THE TRANSPORT  

 MINISTER 
 

FTA was invited to meet the Cabinet Secretary for 

Transport, Infrastructure and Connectivity, Michael Mathe-

son MSP, at the Scottish parliament on 13 September 2018. 
 

Agenda items discussed at this meeting included Clean Air 

Zones (CAZs), Brexit, Network Resilience, Secure Parking, 

and Rail Freight. On the planned CAZs, FTA highlighted 

that, because City Councils will be responsible for imple-
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mentation and enforcement, there must be consistent na-

tional standards across all of the cities, otherwise opera-

tors could face the prospect of having to use different 

types of vehicles for certain cities. The need for a transi-

tion period was also highlighted, as this is required for 

businesses to plan future vehicle investment. 
 

Following the meeting, FTA were encouraged by the Minis-

ter’s knowledge of the transport industry and his engage-

ment on items discussed. It was agreed there would be 

continued engagement between FTA and the Minister’s 

department. 

 

G23 SCOTTISH CLIMATE CHANGE BILL 
 

FTA was invited to meet the Cabinet Secretary for Envi-

ronment, Climate Change and Land Reform, Roseanna 

Cunningham MSP, on 30 August 2018 to discuss the Cli-

mate Change Bill recently introduced to the Scottish Par-

liament. 
 

The Bill considers setting a statutory 90 per cent target for 

reducing all greenhouse gases by 2050. The plan means 

that, by setting this 90 per cent reduction target for all 

greenhouse gases, it aims for net-zero emissions of carbon 

dioxide by 2050, and therefore Scotland being carbon neu-

tral. 
 

FTA highlighted the logistics industry’s ability to comply 

with this target will be dependent on technological devel-

opments by the vehicle manufacturers. FTA also added 

that the uptake of alternatively-fuelled vehicles will be influ-

enced on cost, range, and laden weight. 
 

The Minister was keen for industry views on the practical 

consequences in adopting and complying with a net-zero 

change, and FTA were asked to submit evidence to a call 

for evidence issued by the Scottish Government. FTA sub-

mitted its response before the deadline of 23 August 2018, 

outlining what industry can do to reduce emissions by 

2050 while also highlighting the current obstacles and im-

pacts this would have on the industry and general public.  

 

G24 SCOTTISH SECURE PARKING GROUP 
 

FTA attended the Scottish Secure Parking Group (SSPR) 

meeting on Wednesday 12 September 2018, hosted by 

WH Malcolm Transport. 
 

Discussions took place regarding some of the issues raised 

around the ‘Beast from the East’ debriefs and the changes 

to the messaging for winter 2018/19. 
 

The feeling of the group was that a stronger line would be 

helpful, particularly where a Red Alert was being communi-

cated. The draft Fair Work Charter that is due to be pub-

lished soon would also give businesses and workers some 

clarity over appropriate practices in respect of the docking 

of wages or holiday entitlement. 
 

Much work has been done around the timing of the mes-

saging, but this will be determined by the information avail-

able from the Met Office and the accuracy with which they 

are able to forecast conditions. 
 

Discussions have also taken place around the responsibility 

for gritting sections of road, particularly near to bounda-

ries between operating companies. The gritting process 

has also been considered in relation to dual carriageways 

and motorways. 
 

In previous winters, one lane has been cleared and then 

ploughs and gritters have returned to do the next lane, 

meaning snow and ice build on the part of the road already 

cleared. In future, attempts will be made to clear all lanes 

at the same time and then allow the traffic to use the 

roads, to maximise the effect of the grit by breaking up 

snow and ice. 
 

Also discussed and planned for later this year, is a sum-

mary document on behalf of the SSPG campaigning for 

new and improved parking sites for commercial goods 

vehicles. Some of the key points for inclusion in this docu-

ment, raised by group members at this meeting, are: 
 

• Implementation of a simplified planning process. 

• Any plans for new build industrial sites should be re-

quired to include parking for HGV’s. 

• In cases of extreme weather, the police should have 

the power to remove vehicles from the road. 

• Identification of temporary emergency parking loca-

tions where vehicles could be directed or taken to dur-

ing extreme weather events. 

• Future Park and Ride facilities should have a suitable 

sub-structure to allow parking of HGV’s. 

• Work with Regional Transport Partnership (RTP) offic-

ers to exert influence or provide guidance to Local 

Authorities. 

• Identify additional forums to promote the group and 

assist in delivering additional parking locations. 

• Identify a set of minimum standards that can be adopt-

ed across the country and an auditing process to en-

sure standards are maintained. 

FTA will continue to give feedback on this working docu-

ment and any further engagement with the SSPG. 

 

G25 A9 UPGRADE 
 

FTA met with the design team from Jacobs consultancy 

firm, who have been tasked with planning and delivering 

the A9 upgrade between the Pass of Birnam to Glen Garry 

on 13 September 2018. 
 

Jacobs advised that the public consultation for this section 

of the A9 upgrade was two years ago and, following that, 

the public gave feedback on the proposals in January 2018. 

Then in June 2018, in an unprecedented course of action, 

the public were given a vote on the different design op-
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tions. Birnam has a population of around 1,200, and 720 

votes were taken from the local community. The majority, 

at 37 per cent, voted for option A, which involves the con-

struction of a mile-long cut-and-cover tunnel. 
 

The original plans for this section upgrade were estimated 

to cost £500 million, with a construction time of between 

two to three years. If the alternative plan incorporating the 

tunnel is chosen then the cost will rise to between £800 

million to £1.4 billion, with a construction time of four to 

five years. 
 

The primary concerns FTA had if the alternative plan is 

chosen are: 

• The long period of construction, meaning freight traffic 

would have to transit Birnam – including a narrow 

bridge that is extremely unsuitable. 

• The inclusion of a roundabout 300 metres from the 

entrance of the southern side of the tunnel means the 

risk of accidents on a roundabout that would transit 

approximately 11,000 vehicles daily could result in a 

high volume of vehicles backing up into a mile-long tun-

nel. 

• The additional spend on this alternative plan would like-

ly mean reduced funding or delays on other road 

schemes in Scotland. 
 

The consultant team at Jacobs agreed with FTA’s raised 

concerns and will incorporate the feedback into their re-

port. Jacobs will continue engagement with FTA on this 

matter and have offered to attend and speak about this 

scheme at a future Freight Council. 

 

G26 FALKIRK PARKING PILOT SCHEME 
 

Falkirk Council have recently contacted FTA regarding 

problems associated with HGV’s parking in residential and 

business areas as a result of a lack of suitable parking facili-

ties in the area.  
 

Falkirk Council has identified two appropriate car parks in 

which it could place a container offering a toilet and show-

er block. Funding and security issues aside, the Council 

would then have to ensure drivers know about this facility 

and have asked FTA to advise members of the new facility 

in due course. Given this is a long-term problem, Falkirk 

Council are keen to put together a pilot project bringing 

together key bodies, including FTA, to address this prob-

lem short-term, with a view to a more long-term resolu-

tion being sought – possibly involving a commercial oppor-

tunity. 

 

G27 A75 SCOTLAND 
 

The A75 road is an important trade route for Northern 

Ireland freight as it moves freight transiting Larne and Bel-

fast with the Port of Cairnryan to the M6 at Gretna. 
 

On Thursday 13 September 2018, the Secretary met the 

Scottish Transport Minister, Michael Matheson MSP, at the 

Scottish Parliament in Edinburgh. 
 

FTA raised the issue around the need to upgrade both the 

A75 and A77 roads in South West Scotland and outlined 

the reliance and future prosperity of both roads for the 

Port of Cairnryan and associated freight that transit both 

roads. 
 

The Minister advised that both roads are being assessed to 

whether they will be included in the next phase of the 

Scottish Transport Strategy. This study will be completed 

by the end of 2018, with the results fed into the National 

Strategy for Scotland. 
 

Issue Manager: Seamus Leheny – sleheny@fta.co.uk 

 

G28 MEETING WITH THE NI SECRETARY 

 OF STATE 
 

On 28 June 2018, FTA was invited to a working breakfast 

at Stormont House, Belfast, with Northern Ireland Secre-

tary of State, Karen Bradley MP. 
 

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the current 

political impasse regarding the Northern Ireland Assembly 

and the consequences it is having on decision-making for 

local infrastructure projects. 
 

FTA outlined that our primary concern was the impact the 

political situation is having on planned major roads pro-

jects, as well as the roads’ maintenance budget. It was rec-

ommended that temporary legislation be introduced to 

allow the Permanent Secretary at the Department for In-

frastructure to sign-off on new road schemes that have 

planning consent in the absence of a Minister. 
 

The Secretary of State and the Northern Ireland Office 

agreed to continue further engagement with the FTA and 

other relevant business organisations. 

 

G29 MEETING WITH THE CABINET  

 MINISTER 
 

In Belfast on 2 August 2018, the FTA facilitated a meeting 

between local member DFDS Logistics and Cabinet Minis-

ter Brandon Lewis MP, who is responsible for Cabinet 

Office Brexit preparedness and legislation. 
 

The Minister was given a tour of the DFDS distribution 

centre that highlighted the various trade flows that transit 

the facility. This clearly demonstrated to the Minister the 

importance of transit times to modern supply chains and 

the need for continued free movement of goods across 

Ireland, UK and the EU. 
 

After the tour, the Minister, DFDS management, and FTA 

held a roundtable discussion on various Brexit matters, 

focusing on the Irish Border and Irish Sea trade flows, as 
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well as the skills shortage, with concerns raised regarding 

the availability of EU migrant workers after Brexit. 
 

The Minister also agreed with DFDS and FTA that more 

needs to be done to address the shortage of HGV drivers, 

especially the ability for workers over the age of 25 to 

change career path to become commercial vehicle drivers 

due to lack of apprenticeship funding to cover costs of at-

taining a licence. 

 

G30 HMRC BORDER DELIVERY GROUP 
 

FTA have been invited to join the HMRC Border Delivery 

Steering Group to represent the local transport industry. 
 

The steering group is chaired by Karen Wheeler, Director 

General of HMRC’s Border Delivery Group, which is a 

senior, cross-Government group with responsibility for the 

strategic oversight and assurance of Government’s plans to 

manage the border-related impacts of the UK’s withdrawal 

from the EU. 
 

The purpose of the steering group is to give FTA and other 

representative bodies the opportunity to highlight unique 

border related challenges, with some of the issues to in-

clude: 

• Need for clarity on what types of customs model may 

come into future operation – especially in the event of 

a ‘no deal’ scenario 

• Practicalities of effectively operating customs protocols 

and procedures 

• Feasibility of a technological border solution 

• Infrastructure pressures resulting from any controls 
 

The first of these meetings took place in Belfast on Thurs-

day 9 August 2018, and the second meeting was held, again 

in Belfast, on Friday 7 September 2018. The third of these 

meetings, and any future meetings, are subject to a Non-

Disclosure Agreement. 

 

G31 BELFAST LAST MILE DELIVERY CHALLENGE 
 

FTA attended the Last Mile Challenge interviews and as-

sessments of potential service providers in Dublin on Tues-

day 28 August 2018. 
 

Eight companies were considered for Phase 1 of the chal-

lenge, which would see initial research and pilot schemes 

before the final decision is given for the award of funding 

for a scheme. 
 

Solutions proposed ranged from IT-based, consolidation, 

parking solutions, and sustainable transport. 

FTA was keen that any successful bid does not include ad-

ditional costs and must deliver realistic outcomes; the abil-

ity for potential bids to deliver a solution to both Dublin 

and Belfast was scrutinised. 
 

FTA, along with Belfast City Council and the Department 

for Infrastructure, gave feedback on all eight bids for the 

funding of a Belfast scheme. 
 

It is anticipated that up to three bids will be put forward to 

a phase one trial by the end of the year, with findings pro-

duced in early 2019. A successful challenge bid will then be 

selected for Belfast, the assessment for which FTA will still 

be involved in. 
 

Issue Manager: Seamus Leheny – sleheny@fta.co.uk 
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